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Math Analysis
Course Offered

Chairman

Course To Give Survey
Of Algebra, Calculus
And Geometry

Contestants Represent
Sixty-six Schools
All Over State

W. R. Whitney
Writes Play
Review

Thibodeau

LARGE CROWD
Thibodeau Stars
In Role of
Servant
By Walter R. Whitney
(English Instructor)
On Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday evenings the Maine
Masque presented to a delighted
audience the fourth and last play
of its most successful season, Carlo Goldoni's "The Servant of Two
Masters." Knowing the care that
had gone into the production, one
would hesitate to say that the cast
romped through the farce, and yet
not within my recollection has the
Masque so obviously enjoyed giving
a presentation.
It was a clever stroke of direction that put the audience in *
friendly mood even before the play
began. It was more than a clever
stroke that east Louis Thibodeau in
the role of Truffaldino, the sly,
good-natured, agile, quick-witted
servant who is not only the center
of the play but indeed the play itself. Without Truffaldino there
would be no play; without Thibodeau as Truffaldino it is difficult to
imagine how the play could have
kept up its bright, joyous peace. If
a week in the infirmary can insure
such sprightliness in the leading
character, the infirmary should be
included as part of the stock equipment for the Masque. And yet, for
the sake of Mr. Bricker's sanity it
is probably just as well that other
leads in the past have succeeded
without benefit of hospitalization.

Louis Thibodeau, who played a leading role in the final Masque production, The Servant of Two Masters.

Juniors Have
Day of Grace
Junior Prom Completes
Week of Activities
In Gym Tonight

Francis Andrews, Norway }lige
School, with his original essay, "A
Vision of Peace," was the winner of
first place in the declamation section of the prize speaking contest
for high school students held here
last Friday.
Other winners were, Extemporaneous, first, Perley J. Whitten,
Maine Central Institute, "Japan's
Need for Raw Materials"; second,
Marilyn Ireland, Stearns High
School, "The Future of Missionary
and Philanthropic Work in China";
Humorous, first, Edward Owen,
Milo High School, "Exit the Big
Bad Wolf; second, Eileen Gower,
Bar Harbor High School, "Lost —
One Situation"; Serious Readings,
first, Laura Worthly, Farmington
High School, "Patterns"; second,
George Craigie, Westbrook High
School,"The Button".
The first and sccond prize winners, Francis Andrews, Marilyn
Ireland, Eileen Gower, Edward
Owen, George Craigie, and Laura
Worthly gave their speeches over
station W. L. B. Z. Bangor, from
Lord Hall, Saturday morning.
There were 185 contestants, representing 66 schools, participating
Friday. Preliminary contests for
all the contestants were held in
Stevens in the afternoon with a final contest for the winners in the
preliminaries held Friday evening.
Other speakers in the finals were:
Lawrence Cook, Strong High
School; Philip Holmes, Shead High
School; Elmer Allard, Freeport
High School; Beatrice Afholderbahk, Mattanawcook Academy; Lo(Can/bawd or Page Four)

Lincoln Fish. general chairman of
the Maine Day program

Maine Day Has
Mock Olympics
Parade Will Inaugurate
Program Planned
For Afternoon

Stanley Lectures
On Virus Proteins

A new course, Introduction to
Mathematical Analysis (Ms 23; 24)
will be offered by the Department
of Mathematics and Astronomy
next fall.
The course is open to all students
who have had high school algebra.
Although the course was planned
originally for students interested
in the physical, biological and social sciences, it should prove equally valuable to students in home economics and agriculture.
The course is designed to nrier.t
the needs of students wno wish to
get a wider acquaintance with the
field of mathematics but may not
have the time to spend more than
one year in such work. It consists
of a coordinated development of
topics in algebra, analytic geometry and calculus. In algebra,
terms and processes will be explained in connection with their
uses in the solutions of problems.
In trigonometry, emphasis will be
placed upon applications rather
than theory. The analytic geometry is to be taught largely in connection with graphic representation
in algebra. The introductory work
in calculus will not go beyond th
differentiation of the algebratc
polynomial as used in problems of
rates and practical problems in
maxima and minima.
A new feature of the course is
Statistical Methods (Ms 19:20) is
the introduction of 1 aboratory
work. This work will include tabulation of data and graphic representation. A computing machine
will be available for length calculations.
(Continued Olt Page Four)

Project work on campus in the
morning, a student-faculty parade
to the scene of the Mock-Olympics
in the afternoon, climaxed by a musical program, a skit, and a stag
dance in the evening are scheduled
for the fourth annual Maine Day,
Wednesday.
Assignment cards have been
handed out, so that each person in
the university, students and faculty, may have an opportunity to join
the activities for the work period
Wednesday morning. This work
period starts at 8:30 A. M. and
ends at 11:00 A. M.
Faculty and students will assemble before Hannibal Hamlin Hall
to line up for the big parade
start at 1:00 o'clock Wednesday afternoon. The University of Maine
Governor Lewis 0. Barrows will
Band will lead the paraders who be tendered a review by the Univerwill march south from Hannibal sity Cadet Corps on Saturday, ApHamlin to Balentine. From there ril 30. A salute of nineteen guns
they will go around to Colvin, down will be fired at his arrival on camthe Farm Road to College Road, pus. When he approaches the pathen south to Phi Gamma Delta rade ground, the band will play
house where they will march up "Hail to the Chief'' with the battalthe driveway, turn around and ni ion at "present arm'''. The Governorth on College Road, turning in nor will then inspect the troops,
at the Memorial Athletic Field for and the battalion will pass in rethe Mock Olympic Event.
view.

Having the run of the campus,
like graduation, is the privilege of
every class at some time or other
and today it is the class of 1939
which is enjoying this singular opportunity to frolic while the other
classes work.
Junior day officially began lats
this morning since the weary thirdyear-men, taking a day's graee
Wendell M. Stanley, associate
from studying, did not have to get
member of the Rockefeller Instiup for early classes. At the offitute for Medical Research, Princecial Junior assembly, Dean Edward
ton, N. J., spoke on "Studies on
J. Allen of the College of Arts and
Virus Proteins" before Sigma Xi,
Sciences spoke on the importaree
honorary scientific resealch society.
Masquerade
of the last year's work to the stuin Merrill Hall Wednesday evening.
At this point, when I am tempted dent, and gave a few timely tips on
Dr. Stanley, who h.is been a
to divide a paragraph between Thi- how to best prepare for the Senior member of the Institute since 1931,
bodeau's expressive face and his in- days.
illustrated with slides his discuscredibly mobile legs, it may not be
Today's festivities end tonight sion of invisible causal agents of
inappropriate to devote the space with the Junior Prom. Claude Hop- infective diseases.
to a pair of legs other than Thibo- kins and his orchestra will play for
The Great Olympic Fire will be
Dr. Stanley, who was born in Indeau's. Fifteen years or so ago it the dancing in the Memorial Gym diana in 1904, entered the Univer- lighted by a torch bearer upon the
was my adulterated pleasure to nasium which has been decorate.) sity of Illinois, after doinng his ii- arrival of the parade at the athletio
see an aged Julia Marlowe as Viola with maroon and white, the cla,dergraduate work at Earlham Col- field. The Maine Day Captains, the
in "Twelfth Night." Doubtlessly colors.
lege in Indiana and received hi, leaders of the ten teams representthere had been a time when the gloThe committee in charge of to- doctorate in 1929. He continued ail ing twenty different countries, will
rious Marlowe could wear doublet day's program is composed of Rob- an instructor in chemistry at Illin- choose individuals from their
and hose with the best of them and, ert Cameron, Clark Kuney, and ois for another year and spent a groups to take part in the followdisguised as a boy, strut about to Merwin Marston.
year of study at the University of ing events: broad jump, pole vault,
the delight of the audience. But
Munich, as a National Research discus throw, hammer throw, shot
that time had gone forever. When
Council Fellow. When Dr. Stanley put. Following these will be relay
Marlowe, in the 1920's, donned
returned to this country he entered races including a quarter mile race.
men's clothes, no one — not even
Captains of the teams for the
the Rockefeller Institute as a reher most devoted admirer — could
(Continued sips Page Four)
search as,istant.
Wilfred
Bettany,
Alan
Kirkpat
deny that her hose-clad shanks
rick, John Whitney, William Paewere not those of a page boy.
and Frederick Stetson were chos,
All this is an indirect way of admitting that I was conditioned, to Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineerlong ago, in the matter of women's ing fraternity, at a meeting held
masquerading as men. However, April 19. They will be initiated
May 3. Election to the fraternity
if one can admit the plausibility of
is on the basis of scholarship no ;
PHEASANT: Come on lamebrain,
the device — and it would be churlSEEN G J EOR DS
sounds the berries to me.
ish not to, since Shakespeare evi- character.
By Budl Godwin
Tau Beta Pi annually make: an
INDIAN: Blow me for a stooge,
dently enjoyed it — and if, for the
ACT I
but 0. K. Shall we take my jolspace of two hours, one can forget award to the freshman in the Ced
(Scene at Junior Prom)
to wonder how the people on the lege of Technology who achieves (Conversation between g Pheasant lope?
stage can be fooled by a deception the highest rank an engineer's and an Indian while tying it down.) SCOOP: Yeah, Let's take your
that is so patent to the audience, slide rule. The Bent emblem of the
INDIAN: This swing stinks; I death trap; the dime-jerker just
left.
then one must agree that Callen* society may be a seen in front of thik it's crappy. Let's scram.
ACT II
Russell turned in a good perform- Lord Hall and is made to represent
PHEASANT: Why you swacked,
part of a bridge structure.
(Continued on Page Four)
(Scene at Pat's)
pickled, stiff, souse, I think it's the
PHEASANT: (To Indian)
nuts.
INDIAN: 0. K. Jitterbug, let's There's biscuit britches, my EngNYA To Offer Course Dean Allen To Attend
Meeting at Dartmouth swing and sway. (To orchestra) In lish prof.
In Waitress Training
INDIAN: Yeah, he's poison.
the groove, you cats.
SCOOP: Quite a blister, huh?
PHEASANT: Stay off my tootRegistration for this year's waitDean Edward J. Allen of the ColPHEASANT: You said it, he
ress training course will take place lege of Arts and Sciences will at- sies, you gomme.
INDIAN: Button your lip, goon. gives stinkers.
on Thursday, May 5, Room 14, Mer- tend a meeting of the New EngSCOOP: bookit that lily polishing
PHEASANT: You're just a Shirrill Hall, at 4:15. This will be the land Dean's Association to be held
the apple now. He must have a
second year that the training has at Dartmouth College May I, 2, and ley Temple at heart.
been made available through the ef- 3. The second week in May he will
INDIAN: Here comes that screw- prelim tomorrow.
INDIAN: (Whispering in Pheasforte of National Youth Adminis- go to western Maine and New ball scoop; let's take it on the lam.
tration, and the course this year Hampshire on an Alumni trip, to SCOOP: Ili-ye Doodlebugs Balls ant's ear) Come on, let's ditch this
nummy equidge. He's ants in the
will be supervised by Miss Cecilia be present at the meetings of the of fire!
McCarthy of the Home Economics southern New Hampshire Alumni
INDIAN: What d'ya want pants to me.
department.
PHEASANT: How'll he get
association in Manchester and of mooch?
The first meeting, devoted to reg- the Franklin county alumni associSCOOP: I thought maybe you home?
istration and preliminary informa- ation. He will also go to Lewiston geefle+ would like to tie a package
INDIAN: Let him hoof it or take
a square-wheeler.
tion, will be followed by an after- to the meeting of the Androscoggin at Pat's.

Tau Beta Pi Elects
Four New Members

Governor Barrows
To Inspect R.O.T.C.

The "Presentation of Awards"
will follow. Governor Barrows will
present sabers to Cadet Captain
Arthur W. Hodges, Commanding
Company "A", and Cadet Captain
Lester J. Tarbell, Battalion Adjutant.
These cadet officers were selected
by Lieutenant Colonel Robert K.
Alcott, professor of Military Science and Tactics. The sabers are
awarded for "loyalty, attention to
duty, and military efficiency".
(Continued on Page Four)

Godwin Gives Composite of Campus Slang;
Anticipates Addled Acts at Junior Prom

(Continued am Page Foot)
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Wins
Masque Production Andrews
Prize Contest
Scores Hit in Last
Play of This Year

11

Campus

county alumni.

INDIAN: I'm no doughboy.

PHEASANT: You're

dark, and handsome.
ACT III
(The Indian's bus)
INDIAN: Let's turn up a side
road and pitch a little woo.
PHEASANT: Don't get rushy.
INDIAN: (Spying a side road
and turning up it and stopping)
Aw come across! Just because
you're a coozie is no reason you
have to act like one.
PHEASANT: Don't be trite! I
don't feel like grappling.
INDIAN: (Putting all his egg,
in one basket and using brute
force) Now we'll have some mugging what is PHEASANT: (Relaxing in his
arms after a short but weak struggle) I think you're smooth. This
is much nicer than doing the Bangor Hop.
INDIAN: (Hours later, so it
seems) We'd better tack and sad.
I've got to hit the books for tomorrow, and I can't afford a cut.
PHEASANT: You may be a bobo
to sonic people, but you're just A
on, tail, punk to me,

Nine Juniors Elected
Senior Skulls After
Assembly Program
I

The Lion

Present Skulls
Tap Future
Members
HIGHEST HONOR
Highest Non-Scholastic
Honor Bestowed on
Prominent Men

Nine members of the junior class
received the highest non-scholastic
honor available to male students at
the University of Maine when they
were tapped as members of the
Senior Skull Society after the Jun( ior Week Assembly this morning.
I Those to receive the coveted honor this year were: Thomas Barter,
Paul Browne, Robert Cullinan, Dana Drew, Harold Dyer, Herbert
Leonard, William McCarthy, BernThe locomotive in Crosby Hall which ard Robbins, and Edward Szaniawattracted many visitors during Open ski.
House.
Thomas Barker is a proctor in
the freshman dormitories, a major
in animal husbandry, and a member of Alpha Zeta and Phi Mul Delta. Last year he received a Charles
H. Hood Fund Scholarship. He was
also recently elected president of
Locomotive in Crosby the Agricultural Club.
Paul Browne is president of the
Attracts Visitors
junior class, a major in agriculturSaturday
al economics, and a member of Phi
Mu Delta. He is a member of the
cookies,
the
of
baking
The odor
varsity baseball and football teams,
sound of the Lion's whistle, the and last year was president of the
clatter of the gravel tester, and Sophomore Owls.
the sparks of artificial lightning
Robert Cullinan is a member of
formed a background for Maine's the varsity basketball team, the InOpen House held last Saturday.
tramural Athletic Association, and
Hundreds of students, parents, Phi Gamma Delta. He is also secand friends, passing from building retary of the Arts Club.
to building, watching students at
Other Members
work, learned more about the university than they had ever thought
Dana Drew is a major in agriculcould be learned. They were fin- tural economics, and a member of
gerprinted, thrilled, and fooled and Alpha Zeta, the
Athletic Associathey enjoyed themselves.
tion, and Phi Eta Kappa. He is
In the machine shop, souvenir also a member of the varsity footbolts were made and distributed ball, basketball, and baseball teams.
from the turret lathe. A local min- Last year he was secretary of the
ister became one of the demonstra- Sophomore Owls. In his freshman
tors in the afternoon and returned year he was class president and
to the job in the evening.
temporary vice president.
"Do, re, mi, fa, sol", whistled the
Harold Dyer is a major in foresdemonstrator of the speech invert- try and a weight man on the varer. "Sol, fa, ml, re, do," the cir- sity track team. He is member of
cuit sang back to the amazement Sigma Alpha Epsilon and a former
and amusement of visitors at Lord Sophomore Owl.
Hall. Thirsty sight-seers in the
Herbert Leonard is a major in
same building were tormented by dairy husbandry and a member of
the running bubbler whose photo- Alpha Zeta, the varsity track team,
cell control interrupted the flow et' and Phi Kappa Sigma. Last year
water whenever they approached he received a Charles H. Hood Fund
too near.
Scholarship and the Waldo County
At Merrill Hall charming guides Alumni Scholarship. He is also a
conducted their guests through the former Sophomore Owl.
(Consintied on Page Four)
William McCarthy is a major in
agricultural economics and a member of Kappa Sigma. He is a member of the varsity track and winter
sports teams, and was a SophoLouise Rice was elected president more Owl last year.

Open House Is
Colorful Affair

Contributors' Club
Chooses Officers

of the Contributors' Club at a
meeting held Sunday evening in
Salentine. The officers chosen for
next year are: Elbert Toner, vicepresident; Marguerite Bannigan,
secretary; and Charles Patrinelis,
treasurer.
A committee consisting of George
Bell, Albert Toner, and Althea
West was appointed to investigate
the possibilities of a trip to the
coast in place of the picnic held annually the last of May.

Bernard Robbins is a major in biological chemistry, a proctor in the
men's dormitories, and a member
of Phi Mu Delta. He is also a member of the junior varsity football
team and the Scabbard and Blade
society.
Edward Szaniawski is a major
in forestry and a member of the
varsity football team, the Forestry
Club, and Alpha Tau Omega. He
is vice president of his class and
was a Sophomore Owl last year.

Debating Team Meets
Bowdoin Man To Speak
Bucknell University
At University Forum
Priscilla Tondreau and Blanche
Holman will meet a girls' team
from Bucknell University Saturday to conclude t he debating
schedule for this year. They will
uphold the negative of the proposition that the several states should
provide for a unicameral legislature.
In recognition of intercollegiate
debating, service pins, jewelled according to the number of years of
service, will be awarded to twenty
students eligible to wear them.

Professor Albert Abrahamson, of
the economics department of Howdoin college, will discuss "Some
Economic Aspects of the New
Deal" at the last meeting of the
University Forum to he held Sunday at 6:30 p. m. in the Little Theatre.
Abrahamson, whose field is labor
relations, Comes to this campus
from Washington, D. C. where he
has been conferring recently with
Administration leader.. The form(Craititiscd on Page Three)
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By Lewis Nightingale
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other
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the
Business
Manager,
Address all business
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your day has come. if it will make
Editor- in-Chief
William Treat
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Maine Day
Maine students again look forward to the annual mayoralty
campaign and Maine Day. Four years ago President Hauck inaugurated this three day program, thereby replacing the old.
worn-out interclass struggles. Now this annual event, after three
successful years, has established itself as a major campus affair.
It has proved to be both a constructive and an entertaining program. Instead of the useless, destructive rampages of class hostilities, we now combine several novel amusements, including
the mayor's campaign, with the practical projects of Maine Day
morning. With the cooperation of all students this plan should
prove practical and entertaining.
Past experience, however, has shown that a certain percentage of the students are willing to enjoy the amusement activities, but refuse to participate in a few hours of work. This
work, which is designed for the improvement of the campus.
gives Maine Day a definite constructive value and it certainly
cannot be classed as tedious. Without such work Maine Day
would lose much of its value, and without the wholehearted cooperation of the students the projects might easily be failures.
Such a lack of interest on the part of the student body
might easily induce the administration to discontinue Maine Day
and all its activities. So let's support Maine Day, both the entertainments and the work projects, 100 per cent.

CORRESPONDENCE
(Tb• correspondence columns of The Campos are open to the public es Portliest
subjects, •nd letters are welcomed. All letters should be signed with the •tithor's
name, but a pen name will be used in publication of the letter if desired. The ideas
stated In these columns axe not necessarily those of The C•mpu• and !should set be se
considered. The editor reserves the right to withhold any letter rir a part ef any letter.)

We are fortunate to live in a society which secures the fundamental human rights of life and liberty.
Considering the fact that we regard these rights as rights to which
all humans are entitled, we should
be willing to do all in our power to
obtain them for all other men. Expression of indifference in securing
democracy and freedom for other
parts of the world signifies a lack
of appreciation of the contributions
others have made for our own liberty which democracy secures for
us.
There are many people who need
assistance today because their
rights are threatened by a number
of international gangsters known
as the Japanese militarists. All of
us know of the wholesale slaughter
of Chinese men, women and children, but comparatively few of us
know that the suffering of the Japanese people themselves is only
slightly less than that endured by
the Chinese. Japanese farmers, laborers, and industrialists must pay
tremendous taxes to finance the war
in China; many of them must also
donate their lives for the aggression in China. Thus they must
starve (after taxes are paid) and
die for a cause they do not support.
At the same time, Japanese professors and students are persecuted
for their opposition to the military
venture in China. Don't we owe
assistance to the Chinese and Japanese peoples who ere struggling
to obtain those same rights which
we have proudly regarded as American ideals ?
We can support these oppressed
peoples by joining in the boycott of
Japanese goods. Every purchaser
of a Japanese good unwittingly becomes an ally of Japan and aids it
the ravaging of China and facilitates the destruction of democracy
and individual liberty in China and
Japan. The control of Japan by
the Japanese military already
shows Cigna of weakening and a
forced withdrawal from China

II

would cause such a loss in prestige
for the Japanese army that the
people of Japan will no longer fear
to oppose it. Japan is undoubtedly
in a grave economic condition and
the boycott has already had a disrupting effect on Japanese economy. The boycott will not cause
much discomfort for its supporters or for fellow Americans. Substitutes for Japanese products are
quite adequate and mills which are
now engaged in manufacturing silk
products can easily convert their
machinery for the production of
lisle or rayon products and will
therefore cause no additional unemployment.

Boycott pins are being distributed
to all supporters of the Japanese
boycott. Any pin-wearer will be
glad to supply you with any information you may require. Let us
aid in the alleviation of the suffering which has been imposed upon
the Chinese and Japanese peopled.
Let us make our contribution to
world democracy and world peace.
Don't buy Japanese goods.
(Signed) HAROLD EDISON
(This in a letter which was referred to in an editorial in last
week's edition of the "Campus."
The letter published last was not
the one to which the editorial referred.—F4.)
President Barstow, of Hartford
Theological Seminary, was on campus Thursday interviewing students
interested in religious education
and theology, While here he met
the joint cabinets and gave a veiy
interesting talk on the political and
'social conditions of South America, a country which he has just visited.
The deadline for applications
for Prism editor has been extended to Mao 7 in order to al.

Iris.

all

applicants

aufficient

time to •ppl). All those inter roted should nee Mr. Pieree in
the

Adminietration

immediatel).

building

g

the nightingale has gone astray;
his Kubla Kants have had their day,
and now i bid him glad farewell,
for boy oh boy how he does smell.
yrs trly,
b.
Well, b is back, bringing his usual stench with him. Someday I'm
going to find out what all that stuff
is about, and then I'm going to find
out who he is, and when I do I'll
buy a ferret. The way he tosses it
around I'm beginning to think his
favorite song is The Old Hookum
Bucket. (That isn't so good, but
everyone has his off-days; mine are
Just more off-ten)
I don't know why you folks put
up with a column like this. I don't
even know why I write it. I do
know that I'm not guided by my
conscience, it's become my accomplice instead. Soon will come the
revolution. But it would take a
revelation to make it worth reading. Here I am exposing myself,
revealing things that heretofore
have been dark and hidden secrets,
or so I thought until I was exposed
by the English Department.
I haven't a doubt in the world
but that all you people think I'm a
little bit out, but stupid as I am, I
was conceited enough to think I had
a brain. Came the expose. The
comprehensives made a bum out a
me. A bum on the path ot least
resistance, that's me. Forced to join
the gentlemen of the road by the
English department. Can you imagine such a thing? To read this
column you'd never think I took the
stuff. After that examination I am
beginning to wonder myself. They
threw questions at me on everything from Beowulf to Robinson.
You know who Robinson was. He's
that famous Maine poet who wrote
Blinniver Cheevy, the drunken
sot,
Dreamed of Thebes and Camelot.
And a few more things that're
mostly rot.
and why he did it is what I was
quizzed about.
Now that spring has come around
the corner, and I mean "But definitely", another worry has come up,
or have you forgotten about those
flies and mosquitoes that are .40
adept at passing the screen test?
Here I am turning out to be a wet
blanket.

//
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STRANGE INTERLUDES
By University Snoops
A week-end, no less with Doble, D11% is. CoLlette in Belfast with Ed
Larrabee and the gang ... And Roddie Gardner rc-ily wants Jane Dyer
to go steady with him -- was that the say it sent Roddie? The freshman gal I,ib Emery seems to "click" with our F. Effie Chase ... A
dream come true to our H. Rowe, Maples gal
She's really going
Beta, that is, for the Junior Prom, anyway ... Th? guy's Bill Musseaden ... A. T. 0.'s Tansy Blake's heart is supposed to be elsewhere but
he came thru the Tri Delt party with flying colors ... The lucky gal was
Dottie Hines ... Bangor did all right for the Tri Dells annual Wrestle
. They went on a bus and things happened ... something new and
"different" .
itet Kruse and Pagan visited Middlebury recently
Frannie North's Johnnie was in the whereabouts and fun was had by
all .
Just to be real pleasant about it when R. Gardner got lot rate
invitation from H. Greene to attend Maples Vic Party, he asked Beta's
Carlson if he would mind ... What, a Beta mind ... And why Freshman Boys only rate Vic Parties has got the campus stumped .. Could
it be that the gals must have the "educated" upperclassmen when sorority dances roll around ... Open House certainly was 0. K. for everybody . .. "Ripper" Collins and "Tooth" Toothacher were besieged by
cute autograph seekers all the time ... That loud speaker certainly had
knowing eyes... It wasn't so bad when l'uss Thomas went visiting Phi
Eta with Chas. Weaver and fell asleep, but when she started talking in
her sleep ... Well ... I'll tell the world ... So Coottli Cooper's takin'
Arnie to Chi O.... G. Taylor got back too soon? ... Connie Philbrook
the original Kappa Sig doll ... His name is George and he came all the
way up here to see B. Ashworth Sunday ... Just an acquaintance from
spring vacation but she certainly was in 7th Heaven ... Too bad to be
living in upper Oak at the present time ...The guy that worked in the
B&W mill said he got his start when he came, he saw, and sawed and
sawed, ..
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1 Ex-Editor's I
Corner
By Edwin Costrell
Take it easy, professor; Maine
Day's coming up.
Yes, the annual half-week of
hooting and howling, of campaigns
and parades and mass meetings, of
work and play and indifference to
books, is just about on us. Preparations for the mayoralty campaign
and the Maine Day program are
now in their final stage, and only
three days hence—Monday morning, to be exact—the commotion
will begin.
I might let you in to a secret
There are six candidates. Another
secret: Mayor John (Luke) Williams is not one of them. A third
secret: they're worse than last
year's evils, even Luke.
And that's all I'm letting you in
on. Of course, you know that the
next Olympics aren't scheduled to
come off in Japan and that an evening program has been arranged
which promises to be fully a, good
as those of previous years. And
that is saying something. For
more complete information you will
have to wait until the glory of the
"Maine Campus," the annual Maine
Day issue, makes its appearance
Sunday evening.

Incidentally, you who have been
listening to the campus gossips,
don't be surprised if the candidates
are a different lot than you imagine
them to be. And all of them, however quiet and respectable they
All of which reminds me of last are normally, plan to go hysterical
night. I was sitting up in the grey i for the two days of the campaign.
quietness of the dawn, studying, by I
the way, I Don't ask what way)
Now let's pass from the hysteriwhen an early bird chanced a doubt- cal to
the sober. The Maine Masque
ful peep. Bold as all get up, I
this week completed its first year
peeped right back at it, and did it under the direction
of Prof. Herblush! Which was all very silly. schel
Bricker, and he deserves a
for, as I thought afterwards, it WA, round of
applause for the splendid
just one bird to another. And now job
he has done. The productions
I suppose I'll be getting birds from this
year were of high quality, and
all over the campus for that one. the
enthusiasm of the members of
My pet peeve at the moment is the
Masque was even higher. Dithat I can't understand you folks.
rector Bricker deserves credit both
One week you want poetry and I for the
excellent direction of the
give you verse, which is the best I plays and
the way in which student
can do. The next week you want Interest
in Masque productions has
narrative. I give it to you, and been
stimulatea.
you still aren't satisfied. I'm in a
pickle all the tone, and I don't
One thing student actors and
mean alcohol.
writers must learn: how to take
criticism. The function of a newsVirginia Maguire, '39, Presidentelect of the Y. W. C. A., and Wil- paper review is not to hand out
liam West, '40, Vice-president-elect 1 bouquets at all times; a review
of the M. C. A., will attend • con- should offer considered criticism
and honest evaluations. Not havference in New York this week -end.'
ing been criticized severely, the
In the group will be the incoming
Masque members this year have
presidents of all the Christian Asnot had occasion to show whether
sociations of New England.
they can receive adverse comments
In addition to having conferences as
pleasantly as they receive comwith reference to their duties for
pliments. But the students conthe coming year, the students will
nected with the varsity show have
visit Harlem, Chinatown, attend
had such an opportunity, and they
Thornton
Wilder's play, "Our have
shown that they can not "take
Town," and visit Riverside Church
it" When the story for the show
and Union Theological Seminary. 1
was described in a "Campus" review as poor, a number of persons
1
The first downtown "Y" meeting
expressed their indignation, overass n•eld at the Elms Tuesday 1
, looking the fact that all other phasnight with Virginia Maguire as :
es of the production had been
speaker. Miss Ring anti Miss Ma
praised. Whether or not the critiguire were dinner guests,
cism was deserved is immaterial;
the point is that the writer of arePatronize Our Advertisers

STADIUM!
By Louise Rice
Mr. Robert Benchley's new book
"After 1903 - - What?" answers a
lot of questions we have been asking ourselves for a long while.
Questions that we didn't quite dare
ask our friends for fear they would
say in very condescending tones,
"What — don't you know that?"
then recoil from us to the farthest
corner of the room.
Just to be certain that everything was clear, Gluyas Williams illustrated the book with pictures of
Benchley sporting a somewhat
scrubby moustache.
Nature'a Big Mistake
The publicity that people's insides have been getting of late
roused Mr. Benchley to perfect a
new digestive system. "Nature's
Big Mistake" must take its place
among the world's great inventions. In this case, the stomach
will be carried in a small silk watertight bag; the food will be broken up in the organs of hearing,
the proteins are taken care of in
the semi-circular canals; and the
fats are allowed to shift for themselves, the little rascals. The stomach can be watched at work, by
means of an isinglass peephole in
the top. How to get nutrition into
the body is as yet a snag. But this
rather insignificant item is expected to be eliminated any time now.
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QUIETr INFIRMARY
I IN MEMORY OF A STUDENT. '

how (when in evening dress) he do the same. For you may have
won for all time, the name of ratiocination, or Crowther's Dis"Bender" Benchley.
ease (fully described on page 55).
Just because I laughed out loud Yet sense underlies the nonsense,
all the way through "After 1903 - - and many of the ideas are BenchWhat?" is no proof that you would ley at his best.

Ihe College World...
7tt Pictuus

A Cure tor issomnia
You know how it is when you go
to bed and can't sleep. There are
so many thoughts in your mind to
be worked over—like "Will I go on
that diet tomorrow, or will I wait",
or "Did I mail that letter, or throw
it away out of pique," and such
things, Mr. Benchley suggests if
you say to these thoughts cooly
but firmly, "Sorry I don't understand English," your Subconscious
will get so bored trying to start
trains of thought with a foreigner,
it will let you down in disgust, and
you will drop off to sleep.
There are about a hundred different chapters in all. In one we
learn how they played Old Fashioned Poker in the old "Trib" otBce;
in another Mr. Benchley explains
view should give his honest opinion
and should no more hesitate to pan
than to praise.
Incidentally, so that all hard feelings will be diverted from the writer of the review, let it be understood that the criticism was the result of my instructions. I did not
indicate what should be criticized
or what praised, but I did indicate
that, if deserved, there should be
criticism.
Will soon have something to say
about departments that don't give
comprehensives.
(This is the first of • series of
comments by the former editor of
"The Campus," Edwin Costrell.
This column will be continued for
several subsequent issues.—Ed.

"One Picture Tells as

Much as Ten

Thousand Words'

Shutters click . . flashl:ghts flare . . .
cameramen are "Johnny on the spot"
wherever and whenever anything of
interest to the college studcrit happens
. . . to bring to the Ediior of Collegiate
Digest three thousand pictu0 co every month
. . . but of course it is only possible to
bring you the best of these . . . in
addition to the numerous collegiate feaiures appearing exclusively in Collegiate
Digest every week with

Cr44r Maine Tatum

THE MAINZ CAMPTIB

Netmen Bested
On N. E. Trip Baseball

Maine Meets Springfield
In Only Home Contest
For Varsity Trackmen

Team Leaves
On New England Trip;
Wildcats 1st Opponent

Don Smith May Set
New Record at Frosh Track Team
880 Yards
Meets Deering Sat.

By Bob Atwood

How good is tha Maine Track Team? The Maine varsity track
team takes the field Saturday afternoon in their first and last apWith a well-balanced team, unpearance on local cinders for the present season ...a highly touted
The student body of the Univer- defeated during the indoor season, squad that should have little trouble running up a one sided score
against
the
the Springfield College gymnasts . but, just how good is
frosh
Saturday
start off
with
city will have their first and only
this team? ... We believe that in a dual meet the Maine team could
opportunity of seeing the outdoor Deering, interscholastic indoor and would defeat many of the colleges and universities whose athletic rating is supposedly far above ours. We don't make these astrack team in action at home this champions, as the first obstacle in
sertions merely to bask in the thought of what a tremendous splash
season when Maine's cinder pound- the way of a prospective undefeatoutdoor
our
season.
team might make ... if. As we were glancing through the
ed
ers meet Springfield College here
sports page of Sunday's "New York Times," the results of several
Deering is unusually strong in
Saturday. The power of Springof the big dual track meets caught our eye. Being curious to see
field's team is of unknown quantity the dashes with Rogers, Hammon, how the cindermen of the Yale, Princeton, Army calibre would stack
Greene,
Valente,
and
state
up against the Maine squad, a bit of comparison was in order. On
interalthough it is rumored that they
Saturday, Army had set down Colgate by an 81 to 45 score. On comscholastic 440 record holder. These
have a well-balanced outfit.
parative performances Maine could take ten first places to Army's
In his time trial Saturday, Sid four placed second at the Bowdoin
three . .. Princeton took both Columbia and Navy over the hurdles
Hurwitz negotiated the 100 yard relays.
in a triangular meet ... and yet ... almost unbelievably Maine has
men capable of taking eight of fifteen first places against the Tiger
Their only other strong places
dash in 10:1 seconds with Bob At. Yale, conqueror of Pennsylvania for the sixth year in a row,
wood and Lou Smith close at his seem to be in the hurdles with Fullacks, on paper at least, the needed strength to prevent the Pale
heels. With this trio Maine has ler, and in the mile with Watts, Blue from taking a
majority of the firsts and enough seconds to
strong representation in the short- last year's winner.
take a dual meet . .. After the opening Springfield meet the team
takes to the road for three successive weeks, and for a select few
Sure point-winners for the frosh
er dashes.
a
Ed Byes has also been working are: Bob Bennett, who is a consist- fourth week-end away will be spent at the Nationals in New York.
out lately, and may be in good ent 15-point man with records of
Ted Curtis (master fixer) came through with a recent gem. By
enough shape by Saturday to be 186 feet in the 12 pound hammer, various
and sundry means Ted turned a dual track meet into one
47 feet 5 inches in the 12 pound
entered in the shorter dashes.
of the best quadrangular skirmishes of the year. Ted didn't
have to
wait to find his reward in heaven. He received a request from
John Haggett will be Maine's shot, and 127 feet 6 inches in the
Boston
alumni
of
our
fair
University to reserve a block of between two
hope in the quarter-mile, and discus. Franklin Dexter can do
and
three
hundred
seats
for
May
7th
at the Newton field ... Boston
Coach Jenkins will probably have five feet ten inches in the high jump
College, Northeastern, and New Hampshire will furnish
the opposihim run the half mile as well. Hag- and 11 feet 6 inches in the pole
tion.
gert has done better than 51 sec- vault.
onds in the quarter-mile indoors.
Ken Blaisdell has been a consistLittle known facts about well known people ... Johnny
HagOutdoors he may do faster time if ent mile and half-mile winner, regett ... the one man Coach Jenkins can always depend
on .. he
can
always depend on him to be at a dance the night before
pressed. "Smoky" Jordan and cently running a half in close to
. born in Edgecomb ... attended Lincoln Academy where a meet
Floyd Jackson round out the half two minutes. Tony DaSilva is a
he says
he played on the ping-pong team ... a chemical engineer.
... made
mile trio.
fast 100 man and with Hodgkins 2.4 last semester ... is a member
of Delta Tau
Maine fans might see a new rec- and Robertson make up a powerful
ther at Syracuse who has done the century in 10Delta ... has a broflat... says he has
"blue eyes and damn good lookin'" and he doesn't
ord go on the books Saturday If trio in the 220.
has done a half mile in 1:59 3-5 but says, mean his brother
Don Smith runs up against suita"never mind that
Howard Ehrlenbach runs a 53 'cause I'm ashamed of it"
... a senior and in case anybody reads
ble competition. Last week Don 4-5 quarter-mile.
this he wants a job! (unquote) .
this next came from Johnny,
ran the half mile in 1:57:4-5 equaltoo ... Waldo Hardison ... born in Caribou
Other frosh who should place are:
... 20 years old ... two
brothers ... one of whom was a New
ling Block's indoor record.
England snow shoe champion
Sirota and Somme' in the weights, also a member of Delta
Tan .. a Senior Skull and co-holder of the
Bill Hunnewell has been on the
New England pole vault title . ..
Goodchild in the high-jump, Pattermember of Alpha
shelf lately due to injuries, but la
son in the mile, Willets in the half, father's the town manager of Caribou ... holds the Zeta .. . his
University outexpected to be in good enough condoor
pole vault record .. his ambition
and Robertson and Hodgkins in the
Haggett, remember) ... in conclusion is to vault 13 feet (all from
dition Saturday to continue his
Johnny
says,
dashes and broad-jump.
"Wally's a good
quarter-miler but I'm a little better."
winning streak in the two mile run.
The closest races will undoubtedHunnewell is undoubtedly one of
ly be the dashes with DaSilva in
Candid Camera
the best two-milers in the East.
. Sid Hurwitz
flat ... the engineers building a new stepping off a hundred in 10
The weight events find Maine not front by an eyelash, and the 440,
backstop for the
baseball
field,
eventually
to be the varsity field ... the two Freshman
lacking in power. In practice, with Deering's Valente and Maine's
top floors
of "center Oak" quarantined because
of illness
Fred Brice givStan Johnson has heaved the 16 Ehrlenbach fighting it out at tits
ing the pigskin pushers their
Spring
and Jake Scrota. Frosh weightmen, workout ... Lefty Bennett
pound hammer in the vicinity of tape.
in violent diapute as to the
weight of a nearby hammer ...
165 feet, and Hal Dyer has been
Johnny Cowell serving as model
for several differently designed
putting the shot past 42 feet conwhat the well dressed (Maine) track jerseys ... a pre-showing of
will wear in the State
sistently. Dyer is also Maine's
Meet ... they hope ... Smoky trackman
Joe leasing comprehensives with
more than a sigh of relief ... Dwight
best bet in the discus throw.
Lord
wondering if the college
of Technology is going to let
Coach Jenkins has yet to find a
Bill Kenyon trying to make him take the New England trip .
Maine
with
suitable javelin thrower but all of Outdoor activities, including archits
one practice game a
match for Rhode Island a ills its 11
regular games ....
his proteges have been working ery, tennis, and soccer will start
hard, and one of them may get off Monday, May 2. The volley ball
a good throw Saturday.
tournament is progressing rapidly. Hauck and
A. T. 0. Softball Champs
Crossland
Johnny Gowen has been showing The results of this week's games
Attend Alumni Meeting Alpha
rare form in the hurdles as have are:
Tau Omega won the Intrathe Higgins twins. Gowell should
Senior A-22, Junior A--81
President Arthur A. Hauck and mural softball championship by
also have little trouble in winning
Frosh B-43, Soph B-34
Alumni Secretary Charles E. Cross- trouncing Beta Theta Pi 18-5.
the broad jump providing he enters
Frosh A-37, Soph A-I8
land attended and spoke at a meetATO got off to a good start scorthis event. In the last indoor meet
Junior A-62, Soph A-31
ing of the Piscataquis University ing 11 runs in the first three innGowell jumped 23 feet. Bill McFrosh A-44, Senior A-38
of Maine Alumni Association tit ings to Beta's 3 runs.
Timson
Carthy and Lou Smith will also be
Senior A-42, Soph A-49
Guilford yesterday.
crossed the home plate four times
entered in this event.
Junior A-42, Frosh A-46
Last week Dean Paul Cloke and for ATO to lead the way while
Bill McCarthy, Foster Higgins
The members of the teams are:
Farrar followed closely by scoring
and Ralph Reynolds will be after Seniors - Marguerite Benjamin. Alumni Secretary Crossland spoke
at the annual meeting of the Cum- three times.
all three places in the high jumps. Barbara Brown, Cora Sharon, Juno
Beta's drive began in the third
The former two are capable of leap- Clement, Mabel Mayhew, Mary berland County Alumni Association
inning when Cotting, Holmes, and
ing 6 feet or better and Reynolds Ford, Lucy Cobb, Mary Deering, in Portland.
Loring scored, but ended as fast as
is not far behind.
Madeline Davis, Frances Smith, 20,000.000 people
are drawn into col- it began as ATO's
efficient combinand
Margaret
Lowell.
As has been said before, Springlege football stadia each fall. (ACP) ation
began to click.
Juniors-Laura Chute, Elizabeth
field's strength is unknown, and
The g i me of football existed in Engthis meet will go far toward deter- Henry, Vera Brastow, Dora Stacy, land a, arty as 1175. (ACP)
Maine defeated New Hampshire
mining Maine's all-around strength. Charlotte Hennessey, Mary Bearce,
in 14 innings, 5-3, at Durham on
Marjorie Taylor, Ferne Lunt, Alice
All members of the "Campus"
Wednesday.
Freshman Baseball Team
Pierce, Josephine Campbell, and staff interested in attending the
Schedules Practice Games Madge Stacy.
"Campus" banquet, May 10. should
Sophomores-Marjorie Deering, lease their names at the "CampusEvery freshman will get a chance
Gertrude Tondreau, Helen Lancas- office before noon, April 30.
to show his ability as a player in
ter, Dorothy Schiro, Lucile Hall,
the practice games which will be
Norma Sylvester, Mary Ellen Buck,
Patronize Our Advertisers
held during this week, providing
and Frances Rhoda.
that weather permits.
Freshmen -Alma Hansen, Mavi0110\0
The outfielders joined the squad Creamer, Helen Wormwood,
Isathis week, completing the roster of bella Garvin,
I 1)11r,
1.'11
Constance Philbrook,
the team. The pitchers started Agnes Walsh,
"PENROD AND TWIN
Anna Verrill, Beaworking out on the indoor field so trice Gleason, and
BROTHER"
Martha Hutchare far ahead of either infielders or ins.
with the Mauch Twins
outfielders in conditioning.
News-Comedy-Sportlight
EXERCISE YOUR RIGHT TO
The first regular game is schedVOTE AT THE SPRING
uled for next Maine Day when the
Fri. & Sat., April 29-30
Maine cubs go against the Higgins
ELECTIONS, TUESDAY,
Claudette Colbert. Gary Connor
nine.
I Ti
MAY 3.
"BLUE BEARD'S
EIGHTH WIFE"
News- Comedy "Zorro Rides Again"
By Dave Astor

I

3

The Amazon 1

The University of Maine tennis
team lost all three of their matches
on the New England trip, New
Hampshire won 7-2 in the first
match at Durham on Thursday
Against Rhode Island on Friday,
Maine lost 8-1 and against Connecticut State on Saturday, the Pale
Blue was defeated 6-3.
Leaving the University Wednesday morning, the team stopped for
By Erwin Cooper
a workout in Portland, but this atCoach Bill Kenyon's 1938 edition
tempted practice was cut short by
of the University of Maine baseball
a rainstorm. On New Hampshire's
team left campus last Wednesday
rough asphalt courts only Brookes
on the annual New England Trip.
and Veague were able to salvage
The Pale Blue Nine was schedwins. Cahill lost in three sets for
uled to play the University of New
the day's closest match.
Hampshire at Durham on WednesAt Kingston, the Rhode Island
day, Northeastern University st
team won over Maine in impressive
Boston on Thursday, and Rhode Isfashion. Only Veague and Elliot
land State at Kingston on Friday.
were able to score for Maine when
This was the official opening of
they took a close three set doubles
the baseball team and each of these
match.
games were regular New England
In the final match with ConnecConference games.
ticut State at Storrs, the Maine
Coach Kenyon was not optimistic
team again was on the short end of
about his team's chances and said
the score, although showing definite
that he would be satisfied if his
improvement.
charges hung up one victory out of
The matches with the three New
Ernie Peidniam who will attempt three on the trip.
England Colleges, although not
to silence Rhode Island's big guns
Sixteen men left with the squad.
victories for Maine, were invalu- Friday.
They included pitchers, Ernie Reidable in giving the team greater
man, Arthur Chick, Paul Browne,
confidence to start the State Series.
and Merrill Shea; Catchers, Phil
They revealed that veteran captain Golf Squad To Hold
Brookes had returned to form, and
Blind Bogey Tourney Craig, and Fred Bucklin; Infielders,
Bill Webber, Maison Goodrich, Elthat the doubles combinations, usually weak in past Maine teams, A blind bogey tournament will roy Day, Frank Tapley, Harold
be sponsored by the Golf Squad Gerrish and Dwight Lord; outfieldwere comparatively strong.
The summary of the matches is next week-end at the Orono Golf ers, Gordon Chute, Joseph Hamlin,
Club. All students of the Univer- Ken Clark and Ike Harris.
as follows:
sity are eligible to play in it, golf
Kenyon announced that his startN. H. 7- Maine 2
Brookes (M) defeated Leavitt balls being awarded to the winners. ing infield would be the same as
Every player regardless of his abil- last year's with Bill Webber at
(8-8) (6-2).
first, Elroy Day at second, Frank
Whitcomb (N. H.) defeated ity has an even chance to win.
Each player selects a handicap Tapley at shortstop, and Dwight
Chamberlain (6-4) (6-1).
Garvey (N. H.) defeated Cahill which he thinks will bring him be- Lord at third.
tween the score of 60 and 70 when
Kenyon, however, would not com(5-7) (6-4) (6-2).
Wyman (N. H.) defeated Lull subtracted from his gross or regu- mit himself on his outfield and said
lar score. The scores between 60 that he would not announce whom
(6-0) (6-4).
Lider (N. H.) defeated Elliot and 70 are placed in a hat, and one he would start at this time. "As a
is drawn as Par. The player having matter of fact," said Kenyon, "the
(6-2) (6-1).
Veague (H) defeated Conser a net, regular score minus the outfielders that I am taking on this
handicap, closest to the chosen par trip will not necessarily be my
(6-3) (6-2).
starting outfielders throughout the
Garvey and Leavitt (N. H.) de- is the winner.
There will be several prizes given. season. There are men on the squad
feated Brookes and Cahill (6-1)
For further information get in who are shaping up well, but whom
(5-7) (6-2).
we were forced to leave behind beDavidson and Wilson (N. H.) de- touch with Coach•Bill Wells.
cause our expense account would
feated Elliot and Veague (5-7)
(Continued from Page One)
only permit us to take sixteen men
(6-2) (6-4).
er State Administrator of the W.
on the trip."
Wyman and Whitcomb (N. H.) P. A. has been particularly
active
Paul Browne was scheduled to
defeated Chamberlain and Lull in state
affairs in the last few start
on the mound against New
(6-1) (5-7) (6-4).
years. Besides managing Maine's
Hampshire, while Chick was to
Rhode Island 8-Maine 1
W. P. A. projects, he has made fre- start
against Northeastern and ErPartington (R. I.) defeated quent trips to the nation's capital
nie Reidman to hurl against Rhode
Brookes (6-2) (6-2).
where he has rendered services and
Island. It was expected that Shea
Cook ( R. I.) defeated Chamber- advice to Administrati
on leaders.
would be used as a relief pitcher.
lain (6-4) (6-3).
Garland (R. I.) defeated Cahill
Brookes (M)defeated Rest (6-3)
(6-1) (6-3).
Tennis Squad Practice
Wales (R. I.) defeated Lull (6-11 (6-3).
Cooke (C) defeated Cahill (6-1)
Supervised by Robert
(6-1).
Caprelian (R. I.) defeated Elliot (6-3).
R. T. Robert, a former member
Chamberlain (d) defeated Por(6-4) (6-3).
of a United States Military Acadter (7-9) (6-2) (6-3).
Allen (R. I.) defeated Veague
Longley (C) defeated Elliot emy Tennis Team, has offered his
(6-1) (6-2).
services in assisting Coach Small
(6-2) (3-6) (6-1).
Partington and Wales (R. I.) deDondlinger (C) deteated Veague with the two tennis squads. As a
feated Brookes and Cahill (3-6)
result organized practice for candi(4-6) (6-4) (7-5).
(6-2) (6-0).
Brookes and Cahill (51) defeated dates for the freshman team and
Cook and Caprelian (R. I.) deFischman and Cooke (6-1) (6-4). for candidates for the varsity team
feated Chamberlain and Lull (6-3)
East and Barker (C) defeated who did not go on the trip was held
(6-0).
Veague and Elliot (4-6) (6-4) under Mr. Robert's supervision
Veague and Elliot (M) defeated (6-2).
while Coach Small was away with
Garland and Allen (6-4) (5-7)
Porter and Langley (C) defeated the varsity team over last week(8-6),
Chamberlain and Lull (6-3) (6-4). end.
Connecticut 6 - Maine 3
All those intending to try out for
Fischman (C) defeated Lull (6-2)
the freshman team should report
Patronize
Advertisers
Our
(6-2).
to Mr. Robert at the tennis courts.

Hurling Artist

Infield Announced;
Outfield Lineup
Uncertain
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NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
Undergraduate Curriculum

Leading to LLB. Degree
Day Program
three years
Evening Program...four years
Admission Rem, rementi a minimum of two years of college wont
A limited number of scholarships available to college graduates

Graduate Curriculum

KEEP YOUR
CHIN UPI

You'll want to let everybody
dee your new tie if it's me al
our Arrows.
Arrow ties are the finest is
this man's town. Patterns are
masculine ... colors sprightly
. . . and all ties are resiliently
tailored to curb wrinkling.

leading to ll.M. Degree
Two-year Evening program open to
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Mon Tues., May 2-3
"JUDGE HARDY'S
CHILDREN"
Louis Stone, Mickey Rooney
Cecilia Parker
News --Comedy-Pictorial
Wed.. May 4
This is the Big Rite
Don't miss out by not attending.
Showing
"TIP-OFF GIRLS"
Mary Carlisle, Lloyd Nolan
3 shows daily, 2:30. S:30, 8:30
Feature at 3.00. 7:00, 9:00
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luxuriant silks, you will find Arrow's large assortment
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Is To Conduct
Tri-Delt Week Sprague
Orchestra at Assembly
Observed Here The Bangor Symphony OrchesWith their annual banquet, ini- tra will furnish the program for the
tiation and prom Delta Delta Delta student assembly to be held Friday,
sorority observed Delta Week last May 6, in the Memorial Gymnasium. The orchestra, conducted by
week.
Tuesday afternoon the girls were Professor Adelbert W. Sprague,
entertained at a tea given by Mrs. head of the department of music,
Joseph Murray. Mrs. Walter will be assisted by the University
Chadbourne and Miss Jean Kent, augmented by festival singers from
Old Town and Bangor. Miss Norpresident of Tr -Delta, poured.
The Trident Degree was given ma Sparlin, pianist, will be the soWednesday night, and the Star and loist.
Crescent Degree of initiation was
The program is as follows:
given Thursday evening to the folLeonore Overture No. 3.Beethoven
lowing girls: Virginia Burke, ErnThe Orchestra
estine Carver, Maxine Cates, IsaSymphony Orchestra
The
Bangor
bella Crosby, Elizabeth Gammon.,
Polish Fantasy for Piano
Ruth Garrison, Elizabeth Hopkins,
Paderewsky
and Orchestra
Jane Holmes, Estelle Lawrence,
Miss Sparlin, soloist
Elizabeth Libbey, Elizabeth PeasTchaikovsky
March Slav
lee, Margaret Sawyer, Harriette
The
Orchestra
Stewart, Gwendolyn Weymouth,
Scene from the opera
Ruth White, and Barbara Young.
"Prince Igor"
Borodin
The annual spring formal was
Chorus and Orchestra
held Friday evening at the Tarratine Club in Bangor. Music was
furnished by Watie Akins. At inMAINE MASQUE
termission Jean Kent presented
(CoMaused from Page One)
corsages to the sixteen new initiates. Miss Kent received a bouquet ance as Beatrice Rasponi, disguised
of spring flowers from the old as her dead brother. After all,
what does plausibility matter in a
members.
The formal banquet was held at farce that depends throughout on
the Bangor House Saturday with tenuous misapprehensions? It is
Iris Guiou as toastmistress. The more to Miss Buzzell's credit that
Alliance Chapter of Bangor pre- she is a talented young woman who
sented to Azalea Boyer an award did as well as anyone could do in
for the highest ranking senior in a difficult role.
Faith Shesong was as gracious
the sorority.
On Sunday morning at 6:00 the and lovely as usual and gave a delTri Delta hiked to The Ledges for icately amusing performance as
the Pansy Breakfast. At this time Clarice, the fiancee of Silvio. Since
the initiates presented potted pan- her talent is better suited to high
comedy than to farce, she was able
sies to the seniors.
to give balance and substance to
comic situations that might otherPrison
State
Class Visits
wise have been overdone. But the
The class in criminology visited major honors for the women, I
the state prison at Thomaston, think, belong to Jean Boyle, who
Thursday, April 21. Thirty-six made the most attractive and amstudents were in the group which using serving maid I have ever
was shown through the prison and seen in a Masque production. That
prison farm by Warden Welch. The was another evidence of wise casting — but the credit does not beclass had lunch in the regular prison dining room, being served by long wholly to the director: Miss
Boyle deserves a large share for
two of the inmates.
creating a vital, delightful characterization.
Lamson Discusses Welfare
With good judgment, Mr. Bricker
Professor H. 0 Lamson of the presented the play on an almost
department of sociology has been bare stage, with a minimum of
invited by Mr. Leadbetter, State trappings and simple but effective
Commissioner of Health and Wel- colored flats. Judicious color served
fare, to meet in Augusta today to suggest the locale and kept the
with professors from Bates and attention of the audience where it
Colby to discuss the training of belonged — on the actors. This fosocial workers in the State Bureau cusing of interest, together with
the good-natured informality of the
of Social Welfare.
Each year the bureau hires a acting, is, one suspects, a departnumber of college graduates to do ure from the original intention of
social case work investigation 511 the playwright, and yet the device
connection with the children and old served him well. In addition, it
made for rapid scene shifting, and
age cases under the care of the
the audience was grateful.
state.
Another innovation that deserved
applause was the inter-act enterNOTICE
tainment, furnished by Faith SheAll students wishing to receive song, Robert Parker, and Louis
consideration for NYA employment Thibodeau. For those of the audnext year, if such employment is ience who remained in their seats.
continued, are advised to make ap- this informal appearance of two
plication at the Placement Bureau
members of the cast was a delightbefore the close of the school year.
ful
feature of the evening.
Last year a number of students
making late application could not
be accepted because of a Tack of
avaHable funds.

TRAINING COURSE
(Continued from Page One)

Backstop Finished
For New Diamond

noon meeting Saturday, May 7, in
which intensive instruction will be
given and practice begun. Outlines
and charts of efficient waitress
work will be distributed to those
registered. Student assistants will
be selected to assist Miss McCarthy
in supervising individual groups in
actual practice work.
Students completing the course
to the satisfaction of the supervisors will be given a certificate from
the National Youth Administration. All women students interested may register, although the
course is intended primarily for
those with little or no experience.

Patronize Our Advertisers

Phi Mu Holds Initiation

Arts Club Gives Scholarship

Barker Heads Aggie Club

Pi chapter of Phi Mu held its annual spring initiation service at the
home of Hope Jackman, Monday,
April 25. The initiates were: Winifred Blanchard, Mildred Chapman,
Joan Chapman, and Julian Smith.

The Arts Club Scholarship of
fifty dollars will be awarded at the
Scholarship Assembly this spring.
The following points are to be considered in making this award:

Thomas Barker was elected President and Edwin Potter was elected
Vice-president of the Agricultural
Club at a meeting held April 21.
The other oficers chosen were:
Stanley Gate. , secretary, and Myron Gartley, treasurer. Herbert
Leonard was chosen senior Representative, Edwin Potter junior Representative, and Neal Walker, sophomore representative.
Lester Kelso, a member of the
Production Credit Association of
Presque Isle, spoke to the club
about cooperatives and his work in
general.

The completion of the all steel
backstop on the new baseball field
marks the end of the first step in
the extensive athletic development
for the University. This new di1. Participation in activities
amond has many features superior
2. Membership of Arts Club
Kenneth Burr was elected presito those of the present varsity dent
3. Minimum rank of 2.5
of the M. C. A., and William
field, such as increased room in the West, vice-president, in the elecCooperation, initiative, and
4.
outfield, bet ter drainage, and tions held last week.
attitude
smoother surface.
Other new officers in the cabinet
5. Character
This year the new field will be are Robert Bonney, secretary, and
Application blanks for the scholused by the freshmen, although in James Fitzpatrick, treasurer.
arship will be sent to every memthe future it will be regularly used
ber of the Arts Club. These must
for the varsity. Due to the recent
Members of Pi Beta Phi sorority be returned to Miss Kelley's office
open winter it is not ready for use gave a kitchen shower for Mrs. by May 10.
at the present time, but is expected Phyllis Porter Morris at their chapNEW COURSE
to be an earlier field than the pres- ter room Monday night.
The new set of pictures in the li(Continued from Page One)
MAINE DAY
ent one.
brary reading rooms have been
(Continued from Page One)
The weekly "Campus" radio loaned through the courtesy of the
The building of this new diamond
Because of the increasing imporwill be followed by the construc- broadcast will be at 7:15 P. M. to- Art Department under Dr. J. H.
tance
of statistical work in the
Mock Olympic Event are as fol- tion of varsity, junior varsity, and night, and hereafter at 7:45 P. M. Huddilston.
field of economics, greater emphalows: France-Belgium, Duncan Cot- freshman football practice fields. on Thursdays.
OPEN HOUSE
sis has been placed on social statisting, Madeline Davis, Herbert Leo- These are at the present time in
(ContUsited from Page One)
tics. A sequence of courses in this
nard; Abyssinia - Czechoslovakia, various stares of completion, and
Dr. Caroline Colvin recently gave
field consists of freshman matheRobert Hussey, John Littlefield, Al- when finished will contribute to the
laoratories. They introduced demmatics, theory of investments, stathea Millett; Paraguay-Lithuania, advancement of what is already one a series of University teas to inonstrators who ripped cloth and
tistical methods, advanced statisThomas Verrill, Arnold Veaguc, of the finest athletic plants in the troduce Miss Grace Vose, matron
printing,
exhibited
designs,
block
of South Hall. Dr. Colvin was astics, and a seminar in statistics. It
Barbara Corbett; England-Sweden, state.
sisted by girls of that dormitory. dresses, and jackets. But the uni- is recommended that courses in
John Haggett, Leon Breton, Anna
versal question, not only in Merrill
Statistical Methods and Theory cf
Anderson; Germany-Poland, LeonSPEAKING CONTEST
but all over the campus, was,"And
R.O.T.C. REVIEW
ard Berkowitz, John Gowell, Mai y
(Continued from Page One)
Investments be taken after the
where do we get the cookies?"
(Conhnued from Page One)
Henry; Spain-Russia, Basil Fox,
Freshman year.
Clarence Dennis, Charlotte Currie; is Knapp, Kingfield; Irene Noyes,
review
morning
a
Saturday
Last
Academy;
Oakes,
FreeLee
Emily
SzanizItaly-Jugoslavia, Edward
waski, Wallace Beardsell, Jeannette port; Mollie Davis, Paris; John and parade was held by the Cadet
Sanborn; Holland-Denmark, Joseph Geagan, Higgins Classical Insti- Corps for President Arthur A.
Hamlin, Kenneth Burr, Miriam tute.
Hauck.
The extra coat, that boon to a
Landon; Donald Adams, Charles
Cain, Elizabeth Libbey; Estonialimited wardrobe. The fabric's
Latvia, Waldo Hardison, John
a porous type woolen in nice
Cameron, Mabel Mayhew.
Fancy Boxed Candy for Mother's Day
An unusual feature for Maine
spring shades and "THE GRACE
Apollo
Schrafjt's
Day, a SURPRISE EVENT,
has it.
Price
SHOPPE"
Packaged for Mailing
planned by Edward Sherry and his
afternoon committee, will follow 411
sr,
the last relay race.
The freshmen baseball team will
play Higgins Classical Institute at
3:30 o'clock.
Duncan Cotting will be Master of
Ceremonies of the evening's program to e helbd at 7:00 P. M. in the
Memorial Gym. The student program will include music by "The
Barons" featuring a swing band, a
solo by Ruth Trickey, a reading by
Charles McKenzie, a trumpet solo
by Leon Ladd, a reading by Floyd
Jackson, music by Charles Shackleford and his steel guitar, a solo oy
Edward Marsh, and a dance by
..••••••••••
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Farnswortlh's

Skip and Shag, Mavis Creamer and
Isadore Sobel.
The faculty skit will be followed
by general (lancing until 11 P. M.

CHESTERFIELD and
PAUL WHITEMAN bring

40'

you
preview coast-to-coast broadcast
from New York'39 World's Fair
"Rhapsody in Blue"...thousands
of happy dancers... a blaze of
color ... flags and costumes of
every nation ...
Light up your Chesterfield and
join us in the preview of the
New York 1939 World's Fair.
When it's Swing time at this great
opening ball it'll be Chesterfield
Time all over the country.

BOSTON SCHOOL OF
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
OPPORTUNITY FOR SERVICE IN A
NEW BRANCH OF THE MEDICAL
PROFESSION.
COURSE OF STUDY INCLUDF.S BIOLOGICAL. SOCIAL. CLINICAL SCIENCES, AND THE CREATIVE ARTS.
ADVANCED STANDING GIVEN
COLLEGE GRADUATES.
MRS. MARJORIE B. GREENE,
Director
7 Harcourt St. Boston, Mass.
Only School in New England
recognised by the American
Medical Association for the
training of Occupational Therapists.

Phoecrent Stables,
;

These are fine ofternoonc
So come out and enjoy a good ride
FINE SADDLE HORSES
749 Union St., Bangor

Fordham University
s( 11001 OF LAW

Tel. 5038

New York
Case Svnni
Three-Year Day Course
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Member of the Association of
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MAINE DAY

Six Candidates for Mayor
To Fight Turbid Contest
Parade Opens Mayor Williams Dirtiest Mayor Campaign
Stirs Students
Activitiesfor
In History of Campus
With Message
Afternoon
Is Goal of Candidates
Mock Olympic Is
Scheduled on
Program
Following the morning work programs and a well earned dinner. I
mammoth parade will open the afternoon's festivities. The parade will
start at one sharp, in front of Hannibal Hamlin, and the entire student
body is expected to participate in the
procession. Following a route which
will carry it past the Maples, past
Colvin. out the road past Phi Gam
ma Delta, where it will about face.
The parade will return to campus
and athletic field by way of the main
highway and fraternity row.
At this point, all but the competitors will take seats in the grandstand, and the afternoon's festivities,
the mock Olympics, will begin. A
torch-bearer will open the "games,"
and all events will he carried on at
practically the same time.
The competitors are divided into ten
teams representing ten different countries. Competitors are asked to be
there, preferably on time.
The events and relays will be followed by the surprise event of the
afternoon, worth coming miles to see.
What is it?
Teams and leaders are as follows:
Germany—L. Berkowitz
France—D. C,ottin
Spain—W. Beardsell
England—J. Haggett
Paraguay—T. Verrill
Abbysinia—R. Hussey
Italy—E. Szaniowski
Estonia—W. Hardison
Holland—J. Hamlin
Bulgaria—D. Adams

II

Sets Sterling Standards
For Scrappy Rivals
To Live or Die By

The Mayor 1

To the prospective candidate, and
my dear canstituents. greetings—
Dear Friends, but one short year
ago I accepted the irresponsibility of
the mayorship of our fair campus.
The very brobdingnogian assininity
of the task so overwhelmed my physical and mental capacities that today,
as my feeble pen trembles across this
(Continued on page two)

ELECTION TUESDAY
Platform Presentation To
Be Disapproved By
Mudslinging Rivals

MAINE DAY PROGRAM
S:.:0 A. M. Work

on

AspirantsPromise
Maine Students
Fresh Start

grOli rig

&gins.

1:00 P.M. Parade start: at
Hannibal He
:ug r. M. Evening program
Frtartg imp Memorial
Gymnasium. The program will he followed
by dancing until
11:00 P. M.

LUKE

TAWT=riS

•••••1•1111.••••••

President Hauck 's Message
The program prepared by student and faculty committees for the observance of the fourth annual Maine Day
again includes projects for the improvement and beautification of the campus, and opportunities for fun and recreation.
The past three Maine Days have been successful because the
University community participated enthusiastically in the
various activities. We look forward to an eventful and
happy day on May 4.
ARTHUR A. HAUCK,
President of the University.

The cleanest Maine Day and the
dirtiest Mayoralty Campaign in the
four years of its existence will be the
goal for which President Hauck on
the one Fide, and the six aspirants for
His Honor, Luke Williams, chair of
office on the other side, will be striving.
Upon the announcement of the
Maine Day Committee, the six aforementioned candidates, as shoddy a
crew of political hangdogs as were
ever assembled under one roof, are
hereby made known. They are (with
misgivings) as follows:
Fred "Squire" Sturgis, C. Merritt
Trott, Dave "Bombs" Moscovitch, Arlande Ritchie Meade, Tim "TippyTippy Tim" Curtin, and Fred "Sicky"
Patterson.
During the next two days there
will be offered to the student body
politics a great variety of platforms,
speeches, elaborate promises, obstreperous parades, and general nonsense,
all designed to lead or mislead the
campus voters to the polls. They will
be exhorted to use, in voting, that intelligence which is conspicious in the
candidates mainly by its absence. The
(Continued on page two)

PAGE TWO

It* .111 '1 6 (Campo
Entered as second-class matter at the
post-office, Orono, Maine
Subscription price $1.00 a year

CAMPAIGN

THE MAINE CAMPUS

"Hey There" The Squire "Tippy Tim"
Promises
To Make
Fire Brand
More Cheese 2nd Attempt of Orono

(Continued from page one)
candidates will ask for the privilege
of continuing to give Maine the worst
that can be offered in Municipal government.
The campaign will wind up in the
Memorial Gymnasium Tuesday evening with a mammoth demonstration
followed by the election. Until then,
there will be resounding thacking as
the candidates spend their time, and
that of all who will listen, striking
telling blows at each other with various patform planks.
The greatest kindness this writer
can do is to avoid mention concerning
the interlectual powers of the six
specimens who will strive for the
dubious privilege of duping the dupes.
Last year's incumbent has taken
valuable item from his line of duty
ARLAND MEADE
FRED STURGIS
TIM CURTIN
to exhort each candidate to do his
best or worse. The champions of
Suffering fellow students: Arland
On a similar occasion exactly one
"THE OLD GRAY MARE" is
bluff will, accordingly spend the next Ritchie Meade (just call him "Hey year ago, I addressed you, the student
gone forever and in its place we offer
two days in stuffing their audiences there") desires: to bring about im- body. It is not necessary to remind "TIPPY-TIPP
Y TIM," number ONE
and Tuesday evening in stuffing the provements in our University with you that tremendous issues confront on your HIT PARADE, as your new
aid of products of her bovine excel- us today. Seldom, if ever, has a stuMAYOR.
ballot boxes.
You all know him, you all
lence, the dairy cow—and there is no dent body faced a greater complexity
fear him, the man who put the MUST
bull.
of problems in the various fields of into OLD
MUSTY. He sees all,
When a globe trotter speaks, he university life than does yours. Your
WILLIAMS
knows that something is round be- solution of some of them may deter- knows all, and says everything. Remember a bird in the hand is worth
sides his head—but not so large.
mine the policy of this university for
(Continued from page one)
After miles of research, said trotter years to come. It is not much educa- two in the audience.
VOTE FOR CURTIN and WIN
page, I am but an awful catastrophy concluded that the University is lack- tion, but wise education that we need. BY A ROD. The
"FIRE-BRAND
I shall maintain a fearless regard
in both body and spirit. I can but ing in CHEESE. Some varieties of
OF ORONO," is man of the masses,
offer you the decrepid advice of a man cheese are always around (page for the rights of the student body. I a champion of athe
x—ly)
underdog (this
but
what
we
need
is
can
more
assure
you
that it will be my
grown old before his time in the servought to win Bismark's
ice of the electorate. These little proteose. peptone. peptide, pepsin, etc. pleasure, as it will be my duty, to along with CURTIN vote). String
and OUTplatitudes that follow have served as filled cheese—cheese with an abun- deprive the faculty of the free, full, SHADE all the
others.
my creed in office and may aid you in dance of naturally predigested pro- and uninterrupted performance of the
energizing
tein,
fats,
vitamins;
HAY,
potent
HAYduties
maliciously enjoined upon them.
TIMOTHY (see an
formulating a healthy and honest concheese that builds pindling maids into
The end of education is, to discip- Aggie for explanation), is a Junior
ception of political responsibility.
buxom
beauties;
and
cheese
it
furnishes
that
is
your
duty
line
to elect a Junior
rather
than
to
furnish
the
mind;
(1) Let no sentiment enter into
your struggle for office. Leave your muscle-building protein (xx—yx used to train it to the use of its own to carry the torch on to next year
to
it
have
used
on
his
and
head
kindle
for
the
a powers, rather than fill it with the
OLD MAINE SPIRIT
opponents no shred of worthy reputation. Keep them before the public poultice when he was a growing boy): accumulation of others. Should we into the new Freshman class. Who
food
the
for
mind
better
(look
at
than
above
Tim
be
the
babbling
Curtin, Jr! Your
echoes
of
those
who
as prospective murderers, thieves,
drunkards, arch villians, and the very picture and don't say what you have not learned to conceal what is candidate, who took the fire out of
think);
energy
the
for
fireless
the
athletic
cooker, believes in a fast
per- told them, nor yet are able to speak
scum of humanity.
(2) Be lavish in your promises. sons (those attending dances at Old till others have spoken? No, a thou- talking, firey campaign and stands
Town)
and
vitamines
ready
for
and
general
vim,
willing
sand
to match wits with
times
no!
long
Too
have
we
been
They are free as the air. Make as
puppets manipulated by the whims of the other candidates at any time.
many as the combined mentalities of vigor and
TAKE
A
DEEP
Attend
BREATH AND the pursy faculty. It is time for Us
the kickoff at ten of eight
your supporters can suggest and forPROCEED; WE
Monday morning at the bookstore.
HAVEN'T to cast off the yoke.
get them after the election.
REACHED
LIMBURGER
Free
CHEMO
YET.
beer to all who attend
And
now,
members
of
the
student
(3) Do not resort to personal Pump
Therefore, we present the platform body of this institution, established You can't BOCK at that.
Priming. It may cure the recession
of
eminent
that
dairy specialist, originally as the State College of
Fear is a word unknown to the man
but it will befuddle your wits.
RITCHIE MEADE.
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts under from "SLEEPY HOLLOW" (Orono).
)4) A cheap cigar is a lost sup- ARLAND
I. Eighteen varieties of cheeses to the provisions ef the Morrill Act, ap- He intends to put DEmerritt (a word
porter. Dispense them freely in the
be available at all dormitories, includ- proved by President Lincoln in 1862 so unpopular with the Co-eds) Trott.
name of your opponents.
ing Camembert, Roquefort, Emmental, and accepted by the State in the en- the only man who ever came unclean
(5) A keg of beer is as oil upon
troubled waters, but a drowned vote Cheddar. Stilton, Limburger, Edam, suing year, in your care I place this from BATH, right behind the eight
Gouda, Primost. Gammelost, Gorgon- issue. It is not submitted in the ball. "TIPPY-TIPPY TIM" realises
can't swim to the polls.
zola, Parmesan. Munster, Brick, Bak- spirit of self-assertion, but as an issue that he's no Fred Astaire but he's
(6) Graft is a probability, not an ers,
Cream, Neufchatel, etc., etc.
which 1 believe demands your im- confident that he can out for Trott.
actuality. I have been guarded, reII. Unlimited amounts of ice cream mediate attention. This is hut one
Your candidate realizes fully the
garded, and disregarded, but have not
chocolate milk served FREE dur- of many subsequent issues that will honor you have bestowed upon him
and
as yet tasted the forbidden fruit of
ing all dances on campus, and special he presented in the near future.
and he knows that although many are
the public treasury.
supplies of same to be sent to students
Ever bear in mind that when you cold few are frozen. So get wrapped
7) Verbosity stupifies and mystifies; at
the
Chateau
and
Old
Town (spike cast a vote for 'Squire Sturgis you up in CURTIN and keep warm. Ah.
it makes little difference what you
promote great consequences, potent Yes! my friends no truer words were
speak about as long as you sound it yourself).
An
III.
immediate
transformation
l for the good of the University of ever spoken through false teeth. If
your vowels.
of field before Balantine into lake, Maine.
either "Stubby" Sturgis or Caleb
(8) Not fit to print.
beach, and groves with private arbors i
(Sportsman's Caleb) Trott stuff
In abrupt conclusion and with the and
rustic benches with following proenough
ballot boxes to be elected you
heartfelt approval of President Roose- visions:
dormitories at any time not later than shall Sev besides a Balentine Hall a
velt. I can only repeat that these
A.
maxims are the foundations of Amer- will beA mammoth ice cream parlor 1:00 A. M., with privilege of declining "Hackers S Star Astronomy Buildprovided serving such dairy to take any proffered examinations the ing," a "Lieberman's Laboratory" and
ican Democracy.
products as ice cream, chocolate milk, following day.
a Professor Genesee in charge of the
Your faithful and obedient
milk shakes, ice cream sandwiches,
1. Breakfast to be served said 12 Horses in the College of Agriculpublic servant,
Koumiss, Kefir, Leben. Yoghurt and girls in bed, by salesmen of the ture. The theme song of the adminisLUKE WILLIAMS. eighteen varieties of cheese—ALL Collossal Cheese and Cracker Corpora- tration to be "Tiger Rag" (music by
FREE.
Schmidt). Well anyway, .41e's well
tion Coagulated.
Anyone not previously having signed
B. Merritt Trott will lead a
THIS PLATFORM POSITIVELY that ends well.
Vote for Curtin, an Aggie major. a
for a work project may do so by swing band for programs six nights IS NOT BINDING.
each week.
Signed: George Bell and Charles man of the soil, who can dig up more
coning Lauress Parkman at Hannibal
C. All girls spending evenings in I Fillebrowne, campaign managers of dirt than is investigated by Dean WilHamlin.
said park will be allowed to return to I "Meade for Mayor Club."
(Continued on page five)
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Patterson Has Trott States
Financial Constructive
Scheme
Program

PROJECTS
(Continued from page one)

•)rk—Parking Area Stevens
Hall
Project No. 16b. (Meet at Stevens
l'roject Leader, Wally kiardison.
Workers: Gy Susi, Carlton Payson,
Chester Jones, Robert Coffin, Leonard
McMeters, W. S. Lucas, L. A. Vigneras, Merrill A. Shea, H. W. Hall,
1.. '1'. lbbotson.

Resurfacing Walk at Balentine

FRED PATTERSON
Patterson. announcing the above
platform, states he has never been
beaten for any office—incidentally
never having before run for one.
He points proudly to "Pennies Preferred," a Friendly Finance for
Frenzied Folk, as a pretentious and
pleasant platform for a pleased if
primitive public.
His Motto: "Pennies Preferred
promise peace and prosperity if Patterson's policies prevail."
Pennies Preferred, he explains, is
peculiarly simple. Each penny will
become the equivalent of a dime. Certainly this will be "Pennies from
Heaven." Under this preposterous
scheme, the first time proposed on any
continent and in any era, two pennies
will pay your car-fare to Bangor. One
penny will buy a small beer, or a
cigar—this alone will improve the
quality of campus cigars.
Under this wire prudential policy,
faculty salaries will he equal to those
of financial magnates. Allowances
will be multiplied ten times—easier
for the home folks, while giving the
student body more "sense." Three
pennies will procure two packages of
cigarettes. Very few now give orchids, hut, under this pleasing policy,
they will become the common corsage.
No opponent can proclaim "Pennies
Preferred" a cheap campaign—nor
one of "non-sense." On the contrary
it is one of suspense. Even the dense,
as well as all of consequence, think
Patterson's policy immense. "Pennies
Preferred" will dispense expense.
With this scheme of pence, prudence
will commence. Even those on the
fence should have the sense to greet
"Pennies Preferred" with confidence.
Under this policy, the heretofore
humble and despised penny will become the proud unit—the total, or the
whole—hence, the complete, or the
"full," though the less said of that.
for undergraduates, probably the
better.
Plank yourself on Patterson's platform of "Pennies Preferred." A penny
hank in every student's room. Other
Patterson planks:
More snow in February--an appeal
to lovers of the arts!
A wider road to Bangor—far easier
for University walkers!
For the dorms—food like mother
used to make!
Students to handle the Treasurer's
hooks!
(Continued on page six)
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Building Parking Area by
Agriculture Shop
Project. No. 23. (Meet at Agriculture Shop.)
Project Leader, Winthrop Libby.
Workers: Alton Martin, Clement
Dunning, Frederick Sylvester, Frank
True, Joseph Chucks, S. M. Raleigh,
Philip Craig, Tim Carter, Maison
Goodrich, H. S. Hill, Paul Johnson,
Sam Wright, George Jewett, Randolph
West, Norman Whitney, Charles
Howe, Henry Snell, Wesley Dyer, H.
C. Levift, A. E. Watson, Wesley
Oliver, J. W. Kimball, Ralph Sanborn.

Constructing Walk at Home
Management House

Project No. 24. (Meet at home.)
Project. No. 17. (Meet at Balentine
Project Leader, Norman Ness.
Hall.)
Workers: Stephen Bauchigalupo,
Project Leader, Lester TarbeIL
Sidney
Clement,
Frank Washburn, Walter Gosline,
Workers: Roger
Griffith, Edwin fracy, Helen Bailey, Sidney Goodrich, Paul Winslow, Mer%%alter Tucker, Jahn Dyer, Herbert rill Thompson, Leroy Shepard,
Loveitt, Althea Warner, Margaret
Project No. 25. (Meet at Little
Jones, Priscilla Tondreau.
Theater.)
Leader, Parker Troland.
Project
Resurfacing Walk from Print
Workers: Paul Wyman, Budl GoodGym
Memorial
to
Shop
win, Hazel Fundy, Charles Adams,
l'roject. No. 18. (Meet at Print Richard Shopkins, Clark Kegley,
Sherman, John Douglas, Sam
Charles
Shop.)
Crowell, W. Cameron Kingsbury,
Project Leader, Herbert Leonard.
Joseph Littlefield, Linnea Weston,
Workers:
Section 1—Paul Bowne, leader; Emily M. Hopkins, Marian Hilton,
Everett Kimball, Allan P. Storer, Ruth Fessenden.
Nathaniel Lord, Avery Bond, Ken- Work for Evening Program
neth Bell, Allan Tarbell, Edwin CosSpecial Project.
MERRITT TROTT
troll, Paul Fickett, Charles Hill, John
Workers: Carl Otto, George BeaR. Gov.ell, Ernest J. Reedman, 0. P. som, Lillian Herrick, R. P.
Boyer,
Inasmuch as the intellect of my Richard.
Thomas Lynch, Virginia Tuttle, Naprospective opponents is comparable
Section 1I—Dana Drew, leader;
to the span of one minute member of Wallace Gleason, E. V. Starbird, thaniel Doten.
the hirsute adornment gracing the Sylvia Cohen, Thomas Fairchild, John
physiognomy of a pubescent lad, I feel Stevens, S. J. Cowin, Jr., Dorothy'
CURTIN
that in putting forth a constructive Day, Carl Weeks, Dorothy Silver, Aim
program much would be amortized in Hart, Edna Adams, Minnie E. Brown,
from page two)
(Continued
the form of cerebral energy; hut, be- limber Dialing.
son in the run of u year. Yours truly
ing a humanitarian at heart, I must.
has hit upon a plan that ought to win
Those itinerant buffoons, who for Cutting Brush and Cleaning Up the Nobel Peace Award. Instead of
the sake of convention we must call
having the customary Freshman and
Woods in Back of Cabins
human beings, should, by their
Sophomore Tussle let's all get toFarm
at
(Meet
20.
No.
doubt
Project
Houhouhyynnm actions (and no
gether and buy Frank the Cop a
they'll live up to all expectations) Road, at bend.)
bustle. (Apologies to Mr. Bruce but
Project Leader, James Willey.
readily disqualify themselves, leaving
his name wouldn't rhyme).
Workers: John E. Stewart, Paul
the field of candidacy open enough to
Being a democratic sort of person,
make my march to the mayoral altar Blusher, Roslyn Willey, Albert Jud- and not knowing definitely who his
so grandiose that Hitler's move into kins, Lawrence Plummer, C. G. Perry, opponents are to be, the "Squire of
Austria will in comparison be like a Howard lowlie, Richard Gushee, Orono" feels that he ought to throw
walk to first base in a softball game Theodore Chandler, Wiljo Lindell, a few posies in the direction of those
between the W. C. T. U. and the Linwood Willins, Earl G. Bacon, John he suspects:
Faculty of the Home Economics De- Bolan, Norris Adams, M. F. Jordan, "DErnerritt" Trott—he'll be just a
partment.
Willard Wight, Joseph Harrington, shuffle.
My mugwump, scot and lot, carpet- Bradford Crosby, Henry Harttwell,
"Step'n Fetchit" Patterson—when
bagging. cutthroat, cantankerous, Lawrence Cieomie, George Ronald it's all over they'll still be saying,
crusty, crabbed, and acrimonious com- Shaw, Kenneth W. Hodgdon, Earl E. and Fred Patters-On.
petitors with their glazed eyes, leering Leavitt, Arthur Jeffery, Orman Hunt, "Clancy" Mochcovitch—why say
grins, and their clutching grasping Clayton Howard, Edward Holt, W. H. anything (for a while). We can't
ways present a sad contract to the Hatch, Clifton Whitney,Chester Ladd, even spell it.
type of manhood which my party can Ralph Smith, Joseph Littlefield.
"Missing Link" Meade—he'll wish
give to you.
to heaven he never returned.
Campus
on
Leaves
Raking
"Stubby" Sturgis—a dafodil for his
Even our noble mayor of last year,
Luke Williams, was unable to stem
Project. No. 21. (Meet In front of acting in the Varsity Show. He ought
to get the Academy award. Yah!
the tide of the iniquitous flood which Book Store.)
Hampcb n Academy.
his own magnates set in motion. He
l'roject Leader, Kay Rowe.
"Honest Tippy-Tippy Tim," of
made his own Ogunquit so crooked
Section Leader, Ruth Worcester.
that even Der Fuhrer wouldn't move
Workers: Barbara Barrett. Mar- course, will put into effect any good,
petty idea that the misfits might
yet
that
Rose
administration
his
in. It was
guerite Benjamin, June Bridges,
caused the recession, with the result Bigelson, Margaret Romero, Eleanor suggest, and in addition he promises
that no honest man can get a date Winchell, Barbara A. Young, Mar- you:
1. The rebusaisation of the campus
on campus. Eden resigned because garet Nichols, Betty Hopkins, Betty
Luke let him down.
(7. Mack, Virginia Eddy, Patricia police force.
2. Restoration of varsity crew
Naugler, Lynch, and Williams have Gogan, Hilda Rowe, Betty Dixon,
failed, but I can give you more and Kathleen Duplisse, Marion F. Miller, races to the Stillwater River.
3. Increased tuition (to be exbetter of what you haven't been get- Mildred Chapman, Priscilla Brown,
ting. In view of the sad attempts of June Webster, Glenna Johnson, Max- plained upon request).
4. "Bank Night" at assemblies.
my predecessors, it does seem pertin- ine S. Knights, Rose Costrell. Elizaent that I give to you, my friends, beth S. Luce, Mary Oberly, Elizabeth Initial award (1st drawing, 825.00).
what you all want.
Peaslee, Alma Armstrong, Mildred H. Jackpot (twice in a row), a diploma.
5. Pitch Parties for the benefit of
A partial program is as follows:
Hopes, Ada E. Saltzman, Frances
I. A "Quarty" project in the Still- Rhoda, Elspeth B. Johnson, Betty the M. C. A. (Let's pitch a little
water to provide energy for my in- Sullivan, Irene Spruce, Eva Chase, wool!!).
Let's give a Junior a break! Make
dolent opponents.
Kathleen Boyle, Marion Moor.
2. And for those who give vent to
"Tiefle- Tippy Tim" your favorite
on
West
Work
of
Road,
Side
of
way
selection
by
indiscreet indulgences,
TIIE "CURTIN FOR MAYOR"
causing the vintage to overflow in
Milk House
CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
Bacchanal profusion, I propose to upHonorable James Willey,'38,
l'roject No. 22. (Meet at Milk
holster all gutters, from Old Town
House.)
Honorable Lewis Nightingale,'38,
to Bangor.
Honorable Vincent V. Checchi,'40.
Project Leader, George Roundy.
3. The S. E. C. (Security ExWorkers: Fred Schopper, Leon
change Commission) will be formed,
The evening performance will start
in accordance with which girls who Breton. John Colby, Earl Adams,
have received pins must register, in Norman Hall, Lester Felt, Henry at :30 in Memorial Gym. Admittance
order that the male students may not Morse, Harold Farrington, George to the evening program will be by
blanket tax.
Thompson, Richard Meara.
(Continued on page six)
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Patterson Has Trott States 1
Financial Constructive
Scheme
Program

PROJECTS
(Continued from page one)
\\ 11

rk—Parking Area Stevens
Hall

l'roject No. ltib. (Meet at Stevens
itall.)
Project Leader, Wally Hardison.
Workers: Gy Susi, Carlton Payson,
Chester Jones, Robert Coffin, Leonard
McPheters, W. S. Lucas, L. A. Vigneras, Merrill A. Shea, H. W. Hall,
L. '1'. lbbotson.

Resurfacing Walk at Balentine

FRED PATTERSON
Patterson. announcing the above
platform, states he has never been
beaten for any office—incidentally
never having before run for one.
He points proudly to "Pennies Preferred," a Friendly Finance for
Frenzied Folk, as a pretentious and
pleasant platform for a pleased if
primitive public.
His Motto: "Pennies Preferred
promise peace and prosperity if Patterson's policies prevail."
Pennies Preferred, he explains, is
peculiarly simple. Each penny will
become the equivalent of a dime. Certainly this will be "Pennies from
Heaven." Under this preposterous
scheme, the first time proposed on any
continent and in any era, two pennies
will pay your car-fare to Bangor. One
penny will buy a small beer, or a
cigar—this alone will improve the
quality of campus cigars.
Under this wire prudential policy,
faculty salaries will he equal to those
of financial magnates. Allowances
will be multiplied ten times—easier
for the home folks, while giving the
student body more "sense." Three
pennies will procure two packages of
cigarettes. Very few now give orchids, hut, under this pleasing policy,
they will become the common corsage.
No opponent can proclaim "Pennies
Preferred" a cheap campaign—nor
one of "non-sense." On the contrary
it is one of suspense. Even the dense,
as well as all of consequence, think
Patterson's policy immense. "Pennies
Preferred" will dispense expense.
With this scheme of pence, prudence
will commence. Even those on the
fence should have the sense to greet
"Pennies Preferred" with confidence.
Under this policy, the heretofore
humble and despised penny will become the proud unit—the total, or the
whole—hence, the complete, or the
"full," though the less said of that,
for undergraduates, probably the
better.
Plank yourself on Patterson's platform of "Pennies Preferred." A penny
hank in every student's room. Other
Patterson plunk,:
More snow in February—an appeal
to lovers of the artal
A wider road to Bangor—far easier
for University walkers!
For the dorms—food like mother
used to make!
Students to handle the Treasurer's
hooks!
(Continued on page six)
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Building Parking Area by
Agriculture Shop
Project. No. 23. (Meet at Agriculture Shop.)
Project Leader, Winthrop Libby.
Workers: Alton Martin, Clement
Dunning, Frederick Sylvester, Frank
True, Joseph Chucka, S. M. Raleigh,
Philip Craig, Tim Carter, Maison
Goodrich, H. S. Hill, Paul Johnson,
Sam Wright, George Jewett, Randolph
West, Norman Whitney, Charles
Howe, Henry Snell, Wesley Dyer, H.
C. Levitt, A. E. Watson, Wesley
Oliver, J. W. Kimball, Ralph Sanborn.

Constructing Walk at Home
Management House

Ptoject. No. 17. (Mcct at Balentine
Project No. 24. (Meet at home.)
Project Leader, Norman Ness.
tialL)
Project Leader, Lester Tarbell.
Workers: Stephen Bauchigalupo,
Sidney
Clement,
Workers: Roger
Frank Washburn, Walter Gosline,
Griffith, Edwin Tracy, Helen Bailey, Sidney Goodrich, Paul Winslow, Mert" alter Tucker, John Dyer, Herbert rill Thompson, Leroy Shepard.
Loveitt, Althea Warner, Margaret
Project No. 25. (Meet at Little
Junes, Priscilla Tondreau.
Theater.)
Leader, Parker Troland.
Project
Resurfacing Walk from Print
Workers: Paul Wyman, Buel GoodGym
Memorial
Shop to
win, Hazel Fundy, Charles Adams,
Project. No. 18. (Meet at Print Richard Shopkins, Clark Kuney,
Charles Sherman, John Douglas, Sam
Shop.)
Crowell, W. Cameron Kingsbury,
Project Leader, Herbert Leonard.
Joseph Littlefield, Linnea Weston,
Workers:
Section 1—Paul Bowne, leader; Emily M. Hopkins, Marian Hilton,
Everett Kimball, Allan P. Storer, Ruth Fessenden.
Nathaniel Lord, Avery Bond, KenWork for Evening Program
neth Bell, Allan Tarbell, Edwin CosMERRITT TROTT
Special Project.
John
Hill,
Charles
trail, Paul Fickett,
Workers: Carl Otto, George BeaR. Gowell, Ernest J. Reedman, 0. P. som,
Lillian Herrick, It. P. Boyer,
Inasmuch as the intellect of my Richard.
Thomas
prospective opponents is comparable
Section 11—Dana Drew, leader; thaniel Lynch, Virginia Tuttle, NaDoten.
to the span of one minute member of Wallace Gleason, E. V. Starbird,
the hirsute adornment gracing the Sylvia Cohen, Thomas Fairchild, John
physiognomy of a pubescent lad, I feel Stevens, S. J. Cowin, Jr., Dorothy
CURTIN
that in putting forth a constructive Day, Carl Weeks, Dorothy Silver, Ann
program much would be amortized in Hart, Edna Adams, Minnie E. Brown,
(Continued from page two)
the form of cerebral energy; but, be- limber Maling.
son in the run of a year. Yours truly
ing a humanitarian at heart, I must.
upon a plan that ought to win
hit
has
Those itinerant buffoons, who for Cutting Brush and Cleaning Up the Nobel Peace Award. Instead of
the sake of convention we must call
having the customary Freshman and
Woods in Back of Cabins
human beings, should, by their
Sophomore Tussle let's all get toHouhouhyynnm actions (and no doubt
l'roject No. 20. (Meet at Farm gether and buy Frank the Cop a
they'll live up to all expectations) Road, at bend.)
bustle. (Apologies to Mr. Bruce but
readily disqualify themselves, leaving
l'roject Leader, James Willey.
his name wouldn't rhyme).
Workers: John E. Stewart, Paul
the field of candidacy open enough to
Being a democratic sort of person,
make my march to the mayoral altar Mosher, Roslyn Willey, Albert Jud- and not knowing definitely who his
,i, grandiose that Hitler's move into kins, Lawrence Plummer, C. G. Perry, opponents are to be, the "Squire of
Austria will in comparison be like a Howard lowlie, Richard Gushee, Orono" feels that he ought to throw
walk to first base in a softball game Theodore Chandler, Wiljo Lindell, a few posies in the direction of those
between the W. C. T. U. and the Linwood Willins, Earl G. Bacon, John he suspects:
Faculty of the Home Economics De- Bolan, Norris Adams, M. F. Jordan, "DEmerritt" Trott—he'll be just a
partment.
Willard Wight, Joseph Harrington, shuffle.
My mugwump, scot and lot, carpet- Bradford Crosby, Henry Harttwell,
"Step'n Fetchit" Patterson—when
bagging, cutthroat, cantankerous, Lawrence Cieomie, George Ronald it's all over they'll still be saying,
crusty, crabbed, and acrimonious com- Shaw, Kenneth W. Hodgdon, Earl E. and Fred Patters-On.
petitors with their glazed eyes, leering Leavitt, Arthur Jeffery, Orman Hunt, "Clancy" Mochcovitch—why say
grins, and their clutching grasping Clayton Howard, Edward Holt, W. H. anything (for a while). We can't
ways present a sad contract to the Hatch, Clifton Whitney,Chester Ladd, even spell it.
type of manhood which my party can Ralph Smith, Joseph Littlefield.
"Missing Link" Meade—he'll wish
give to you.
to heaven he never returned.
Campus
on
Leaves
Raking
"Stubby" Sturgis—a dafodil for his
Even our noble mayor of last year,
Luke Williams, was unable to stem
Project. No. 21. (Meet In front of acting in the Varsity Show. He ought
to get the Academy award. Yah!
the tide of the iniquitous flood which Book Store.)
Hampdi n Academy.
his own magnates set in motion. He
l'roject Leader, Kay Rowe.
"Honest Tippy-Tippy Tim," of
made his own Ogunquit so crooked
Section Leader, Ruth Worcester.
that even Der Fuhrer wouldn't move
Workers: Barbara Barrett, Mar- course, will put into effect any good,
petty idea that the misfits might
yet
that
administration
his
was
It
in.
guerite Benjamin, June Bridges, Rose
caused the recession, with the result Bigelson, Margaret Romero, Eleanor suggest, and in addition he promises
that no honest man can get a date Winchell, Barbara A. Young, Mar- you:
1. The rebustlization of the campus
on campus. Eden resigned because garet Nichols, Betty Hopkins, Betty
Luke let him down.
Mack, Virginia Eddy, Patricia police force.
2. Restoration of varsity crew
Naugler, Lynch, and Willianis have t'oigan, Hilda Rowe, Betty Dixon,
failed, but I can give you more and Kathleen Duplisse, Marion F. Miller, races to the Stillwater River.
3. Increased tuition (to be exbetter of what you haven't been get- Mildred Chapman, Priscilla Brown,
ting. In view of the sad attempts of Juni Webster, Glenna Johnson, Max- plained upon request).
4. "Bank Night" at assemblies.
my predecessors, it does seem pertin- ine S. Knights, Rose Costrell, Elizaent that I give to you, my friends, beth S. Luce, Mary Oberly, Elizabeth Initial award (1st drawing, $25.00).
what you all want.
Peaslee, Alma Armstrong, Mildred H. Jackpot (twice in a row), a diploma.
5. Pitch Parties for the benefit of
A partial program is as follows:
Hoy flea, Ada E. Saltzman, Frances
1. A "Quarty" project in the Still- Rhoda, Elspeth B. Johnson, Betty the M. C. A. (Let's pitch a little
water to provide energy for my in- Sullivan, Irene Spruce, Eva Chase, wool W.
Let's give a Junior a break! Make
dolent opponents.
Kathleen Boyle, Marion Moor.
2. And for those who give vent to
"TiPPY- TiPPY Tim" your favorite
on
Side
Work
West
Road.
of
by
of
indulgences,
selection
way
indiscreet
T HE "CURTIN FOR MAYOR"
causing the vintage to overflow in
Milk House
CA M PAWN COMMITTEE
Bacchanal profusion, I propose to upProject No. 22. (Meet at Milk
Honorable James Willey,'38,
holster all gutters, from Old Town
House.)
Honorable Lewis Nightingale,'38,
to Bangor.
Project Leader, George Roundy.
Honorable Vincent V. Checchi,'40.
3. The S. E. C. (Security ExWorkers: Fred Schopper, Leon
change Commission) will be formed,
in accordance with which girls who Breton. John Colby, Earl Adams,
The evening performance will start
have received pins must register, in Norman Hall, Lester Felt. Henry at 7:30 in Memorial Gym. Admittance
order that the male students may not Morse. Harold Farrington, George to the evening program will be by
blanket tax.
Thompson, Richard Meara.
(Continued on page six)
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"Bomba" The Dictator
Pale Shirt Candidate
•

Three Ring Niners

TweIre beauties, who arc challenging any softball team to
Maine Day.

If

CAMPUS

gam oil

Date: Maine Day.
meet your fate in comfort.
Time: 11 A. M., on the dot!
Notables: That includes the whole
Place: Where the biggest crowd is. team. Some can't stand up, but they
What goes on anyhow: The biggest stand OUT! Among those present
be such Famous Faces as—Hetty
and MOST exciting game of the sea- will
Bomans (the blonde bomber), Gunice
V Ale, she can hit a homer any time
son.
Who's gonna play? The one and (on the heel), and Rannie Froda the
only THREE RING NINERS versus Palmolive girl with the skin you love
not all either! Sophie
the team who dared to accept their to—well, that's
'n' Evie are right in there, an' Newchallenge.
burgh is well represented. Fucille
Who's gonna win? Three guesses. Logg, the only one of her TYPE will
Who ARE the THREE RING be on hand (she's the big boss now).
NINERS? All I know is what I've And the three Ring Sisters, Dot, Dash
heard, BUT--that's pu-lenty. This and Darn, are ALL SET, so GIVE
bevy of beautiful Balentine belles are 'EM a big hand, boys!
exceptions to all rules. They have
Refreshments would be nice but we
made a great name for themselves in suggest that you BRING YOUR
winter,
summer,
sports,
of
the field
LUNCH. The game may go on and
indoors (?), outdoors, and otherwise on AND ON!
(mostly) from Maine to China
(Maine). Such SLUGGERS as have
NEVER before been seen and probThe winner of the mayoralty
ably never again will be for generacampaign will be interviewed
tions to come. These AMAZONS defy
over WLE1Z, next Thursday,May
description. Words fail me!
5, of 7:45 P. .11. The interview
Britc Lights: They'll put your eyes
out so everybody should wear dark I will be a part ni the regular
glasses including the CHALLENG- 1 u,ekly broadcast of the Campus.
ERS, because you won't be able to
see the ball and you might as well

MOSCOVITCH

AT

OLYMPICS

I lepressions and recessions run
rampant through America. College the moss-covered banks of the Stillmen are graduated and there are no water.
BOMBA says, "Every man a Dictajobs. Babies cry, and there is no
milk. Co-eds sigh, and there are no tor and BOMBA, King of Dictators."
BOMBA does not say anything
men.
about I.IQUOR. He leaves that to
Roosevelt, Hoover, Norman Thom- his opponents whose ruddy complexas, Townsend, and Browder advocate ions are naturally due to the fresh air
reforms and cures. Congress legis- that BOMBA knows and loves so well.
lates, and the supreme court interBOMBA says, we will deal with
prets, but still America falls lower each emergency when we come to it
lower into the depths of economic and woe be unto him that gets there
dos
chaos.
first.
The Pale Shirts, realizing the situBOMBA says. Latin Romance for
ation that faces the country, decided every co-ed. Latins are not Lousy
that they must find a man with pro- Lovers.
gressive ideas to help steer the counBOMBA says, "I will put Bowdoin
try back to prosperity. We scanned in a concentration camp."
the campus. We saw fish-face SturBOMBA says, back to Nature.
geon, we mean Sturgis. We saw Down with beerjackets for co-eds.
the
down
Curtin, for Curtains, (pull
Leopard skins for each maiden.
shades) ; we saw slow motion Trott
(Foresters take notice). BOMBA
whereas the country needs speed, says, no more classes in stuffy classspeed, speed; We saw Patterson, but rooms. Let us commune with nature
this country doesn't need a father. in the trees.
It needs a saviour.
BOMBA says, "Let's get rid of old
We went to Europe, we went to age pensions." A RIG APPLE a
Asia
in
Mikado
day keeps old age away. Shag your
Africa, we saw the
and we went to India and saw all the way to happiness by voting for David,
fakirs just like the rest of these "BOMBA," the DICTATOR. MOScandidates, hut we were stopped until COVITICH for Mayor.
(Signed)
one sunny afternoon when we wanPALE SHIRTS' CAMPAIGN
dered into the Jungle of Brazil. There
COM MITT :
we were astounded, amazed, astonLenny Berkowitz, Chairman
ished and bewildered. In fact, we
was
what
Teddy Stone. Bomba's 1st Mate
were surprised, for we saw
Erwin Cooper.
called Micky Mouse Land. Animals,
Minister of Propaganda.
living, talking, acting just like humans. Again we the Pale shirts were
astonished, amazed, and astounded.
PATTERSON
Yes we were surprised.
(Continued from page five)
How did this come about? How
A sheep-skin eventually in every
did it happen, this eighth wonder of
the world. At that moment we heard pocket!
But principally the plank and 'Airy
the cry of the jungle. The tigers got
out of their Buicks, the Gorilla threw which incorporates the vital virtues
down his razor, the elephant dropped as an aid to all victims of various
the trunk he was carrying, and the and vast vicissitudes—the Friendly
giraffe off in a secluded spot stopped Finance for Frenzied Folk—the pepnecking; the Zeha looked out of the pery, pungent. peptonizing, perempjail window, the kangaroo zipped up tory, positive, pennant-winning platform of performance and perfection—
its zipper pocket.
Patterson's "Penn ie's Preferred"!
"BOMBA," all of the animals cried
Managers: "Briektop" Cail, "Handand up went the cow's tail in a fascist
salute. "BOMBA." they cried as at some" Roundy.
nowhere,
that moment, as if from
there appeared our future mayor.
TROTT
That, voters of the campus, is how
(Continued from page five)
we, the Pale shirts, found BOMBA,
the Brazilian Strongboy, Dictator of tamper with the claims that another
Mickey Mouseland and the animal has staked out.
Kingdom.
4. The I. C. C., the Indigestion
We present him and his platform to Co-and-Ed Commission will be formed
the campus with the realization that —an organization whereby every
man comes from ape. Back to Mother member, male or female, will be able
Nature!
to stomach any blind date from Maine
BOMBA pronounces democracy a to Frisco.
failure, and has received the backing
of DEr FUEHRER of the Vaterland
A scriee of short blasts ?rill indicate
and of II DEUCE of the great Em- that Maine Day 1171.I. take place.
pire.
long blast will indica,s postpopc130MBA stands for the Rome- A
The election will be held in Memorial' Work starts at 5:.10 and knock off Berlin-Orono axis; from the Rhine to meat of one day.
Giora at 7:00 P. If. on Tuesday night.I at 11:00.

1
1

toe,

MAINE DAY

MAINE DAY-AFTElk,

